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»■ ■ Chances less than 50-50
for total Wallace recovery
By Brooks Jirksoa
Associated Press Writer

SILVER SPRING. Md i API -One of
George (" Wallace's doctors said
yesterday there is "less than a 50-50
chance" the Alabama governor ever
will walk again
Even if he can walk, it will probably
be only with the aid of leg braces, the
doctor indicated.
MEANWHILE. Wallace continued in
good spirits, chatting with hospital
visitors and reading newspaper
accounts of his primary election
victories in Maryland and Michigan.
Wallace's victories in these two
states jumped him into second place in
delegate standing in the race for the
Democratic presidential nomination
Wallace won 72 delegates in Michigan
Tuesday and 41 in Maryland to give him
323 convention delegate votes, second

only to Sen George S McGovern with
405
While Wallace's 323 delegates are far
short ol the 1.509 it takes to win the
nomination, the total surpasses his
initial predictions and increases the
chances of the Wallace strategy of
deadlocking the convention and hoping
for a late ballot breakthrough
lt no one gets the nomination on the
first two ballots. Wallace campaign
manager Charles Snider said, "we feel
we have as much chance as anyone."

S. Viets launch attacks
in attempt to guard Hue

DESPITE the Wallace sweep ol
Tuesday's primaries. McGovern picked
up 44 additional delegates for a total of
405 Sen Hubert Humphrey, who
dropped to third place, won 28 newdelegates for a total of 2714.
President Nixon is approaching
n iiniuiii.it urn well in advance ot the
Aug. 21 GOP convention. He won 74
new delegates Tuesday for a total of
507. against 674 needed for nomination
No other Republican has won any
delegates.
Both McGovern and Humphrey
planned to concentrate their campaigns
now on California, which will award the
primary winner 271 of those votes
McGovern also is campaigning in
Oregon. Humphrey is not But
California is the main event

FIELD REPORTS indicated South
Vietnamese forces have gained
momentum in recent days after being
stalled for three weeks
There were also signs the North
Vietnamese are suffering serious
casualties themselves and may be
pulling back They continue to pound
An Loc with more than 1.500 rounds ol
artillery, rockets and mortars each
day

HUMPHREY picked up his
campaign with a swing to Princeton.
N J , and Providence. R.l. New Jersey
Democrats will choose 109 convention
delegates in a June 6 primary, Rhode
Island will award 22 in an election next
Tuesday
The Minnesota senator said he would
uoutinue his campaign in the same
open, handshaking style despite the
Wallace assassination attempt

Bruce Armstrong, on employ** of the Mansfield
Ambulance service, domontlratot emergency
techniques to a first aid class. Doug Diiama, junior
{ A AS) plays the "patient."

By Richard Pyle
Associated Press Writer

shot down over the North Tuesday, the
broadcast said

SAIGON i APi - South Vietnamese
troops launched two more forays in the
mountains west of Hue yesterday in an
attempt to extend the city's defenses.
Meanwhile enemy forces shelled key
military installations and destroyed a
big cargo plane in the central
highlands Seven of the nine American
crewmen aboard the plane were killed
Radio Hanoi claimed U S. planes
raided two North Vietnamese
provinces yesterday and three were

THERE WAS no U.S announcement
of any raids or losses yesterday The
U.S. Command reported 200 strikes
over North Vietnam Tuesday
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew made
a two and one-half hour visit to Saigon,
flying in from Bangkok. Thailand, and
conferred on the war situation with
President Nguyen Van Thieu and the
twji top American military advisors
Political sources said the meeting of
the vice president. Thieu. U.S.
Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker and
Gen Creighton W Abrains was
intended to demonstrate US. support
for South Vietnam

Arrest made
on bomb call
Mary Jo Mazzolint. Ireshman i Ed. i
from Bay Village, has been charged
with making a bomb threat against the
Union on Thursday. May 11
Mazzolmi was arrested by Campus
Safety officers Tuesday evening She
has been released on $300 bond
She is accused of phoning in one of
seven bomb threats reported at the
University last Thursday
The offense carries a maximum
penalty of a $200 fine and six months in
jail
Arraignment is set lor tomorrow in
Bowling Green Municipal Court
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FIELD REPORTS said South
Vietnamese 1st Division troops made
helicopter assaults yesterday into two
former fire bases 10 to 15 miles west of
I'ue
The raids were the third and fourth
conducted by government troops since
last Saturday in a plan by Lt Gen Ngo
Quang Truong. the new regional
commander, to catch forces menacing
the old imperial capital
In the central highlands, enemy
gunners shelled the Kontum airstrip as
a U.S. Air Force C130 transport was
unloading ammunition The pilot tried
a hasty takeoff but the plane crashed,
killing seven of nine Americans aboard

"1 think it's only right for us to go on
with our work." he said "The selection
of a nominee for a political party is
important business for this republic "
Sen George McGovern planned to
resume his campaigning today in Los
Angeles, then in Oregon
WALLACE EXPRESSED hope that
his campaign would go on to Oregon.
New Mexico and California." one ol his
visitors said
Wallace's campaign manager Charles
Snider said Tuesday that future efforts
will be in Oregon. New Mexico and
Rhode Island, with a possible write in
drive in California
Dr James Galbraith. a University ol

No additional petitions calling for the
removal of Craig Taliaferro. vice
president of the Student Body
Organization (SBO). have been foundexcept for a second, handwritten
petition at the Kappa Sigma fraternity
house.
The handwritten petition stated the
reasons lor the recall as Taliaferro's
felony record, his views which it claims
are inconsistent with the majority of
the views of the student body, and his
failure to do anything constructive as
vice president.
The first petition did not state
reasons for the recall
Candidates

who

ran

against

Talialerro in last March's election have
denied sponsoring the petition
Linda Macklin. junior (Ed.), one of
the former candidates, denied
involvement with the petition, but
added she was telephoned and asked if
she would help circulate petitions.
Taliaferro said Dennis Frigyes
junior lA&Sl and unsuccessful
candidate last March for student
representative to the Board of
Trustees, distributed some of the
petitions, but Frigyes said he wasn't
involved and didn't know anything
about the petition other than the story
in Tuesday's News
University President 1,'ollis A. Moore
Jr said he has not been approached at
University President Kollis a. Moore

(lalbraith said surgery will be
performed to remove the bullet within
another week or 10 days, and that it will
be a full three months or more before
Wallace can recover to whatever
extent is possible
Meanwhile. Arthur Bremer, the 21year-old Milwaukean accused in the
Monday shooting remained in jail
under $200,000 bond. Authorities
continued to withhold any comment on
motivation or other details

Committee to advise
on ROTC instructors
By Mary Wey
Makeup Editor
A lormal report distinguishing
courses that can best be taught by
civilian instructors Irom those that
need military personnel will be
completed and presented to Academic
Council next fall
The report is to be written by an
appointed council subcommittee of tour
faculty members, two undergraduates
and one graduate student
Dr. William Baxter, subcommittee
chairman, told council yesterday that
the group is holding preliminary
meetings and should complete its
"fact-finding" research by mid-July

Three grounds for recoil listed
By Denay Seeds
Staff Reporter

Alabama neurosurgeon who has been
attending Wallace, said a bullet which
cut him down at a campaign rally
Monday is lodged in the spine but is
causing no pressure on the spinal cord

said he has not been approached at all
about the stipulation that a state
employee cannot have a felonv record
As vice president of SBO. Taliaferro
is employed by the University, and is
technically a state employee, since the
University is subsidized by the state.
He added if some clarification of the
law was needed, the matter would be
taken to the Ohio Attorney General,
who is authorized to represent the
University in such matters.

Academic Council also passed a
motion requiring Provost Stanley
('oilman to appoint a six-member
Academic Development and
Evaluation Committee lADECl to
assist council in evaluating new
programs which are not confined to
established academic units.
Kill Arnold and Craig Taliaferro.
SBO officers, were the only two council
members who opposed the motion.
They said they voted against it
because the A DEC does not plan to seat
a student representative
The committee will be organized for
an 18-month trial period and. if deemed
sii'i-essful by council, will assume
permanent duties
Dr F Lee Miesle. one council
member who studied the feasibility of
forming an A DEC. said the committee
will have "no final acting authority
without the vote of (Academic!
Council "
The ADEC trial phase is expected to
cost $10,000 with an additional cost of _
$4,000 possible for secretarial support.
In other action, council unanimously
passed a motion allowing the Firelands
campus to set up an associative
l two-year I program in computer
science technology. Students will be
able to receive an applied science
degree after completion of the
program.
Council tabled until the next meeting
a decision on the proposal to continue
both the Cluster and Little College
programs

Organization to be reviewed

Co-op future optimistic'-Lefko
By Jim Carey
Staff Reporter
Despite a decline in participation in
the BG Student Co-op. Dave Lefko.
chairman of the co-op's board of

directors, is "very optimistic" about
the future of the organization
"When we first started operating two
quarters ago. a favorable attitude
toward the co-op ideology gave us
confidence and energy." he said
Since then, student apathy has been
instrumental in putting the future of
the organization in doubt, he said.
THE ORGANIZATION will be
subject to review June 30 by J. Claude
Scheuerman. vice president for
operations, who will consider the need
for University facilities in the future in
view of the co-op's operations this
year.
<
According to Lefko. the co-op's poor
location at 827 First Street and the
failure of the majority of the students
to realize the co-op's potential have put
the organization at a disadvantage
"We are presently awaiting a
decision by the space I assignments l
committee for an on-campus location
in Hayes Hall." he said. The committee
will publicize the decision during the
week of June 5. he said.

"Our chances of an on-campus
location are verv good." Lefko said
"Our objective is to have a store
where we would have a consignment
service of books, which would be
beneficial to both seller and buyer." he
HE EXPLAINED that the
consignment system would allow the
students to leave their books at the
store if they want to sell them..
"Through the consignment system,
students would actually be able to see
the books that are for sale."
He said the service has been
successful at the University of
Michigan and Harvard University.
"If the new location is approved, the
Co-op will still maintain a sale on
memberships and house clothing and
record services, in addition to the sale
of candles, leather crafts and poetry."
Lefko said.
The co-op might buy school supply
items and records by the ton and sell
them at a 15-25 per cent savings, he
added.
He said students fail to see its

potential because they do not realize
their own importance to the success of
its operations. In addition, students
really do not see the savings the co-op
produces.
"If students could see other campus
crystallize here successfully." Lefko
said
"The potential for the store is ever
increasing, but 1 don't feel the students
are aware of it." Lefko said
The Student Body Organization
(SBOl could play a considerable role in
making the co-op more important to
the students. Lefko said.
"The new representatives to SBO
should be aware of the co-op and should
show a means ol wanting to contribute
toil," he said.
"Other student body organizations
have been fundamental in establishing
co-ops at other campuses and I feel it is
the job of the SBO officers here to play
a role in the co-op here," he said
"I still remain optimistic that it (the
co-op) will work. I know it will work as
students realize our full potential." he
said

• hrJeaestiW.I
Barb Westerfield, sophomore (AM), studies a few
of the creations submitted in the 21st Annual
Undergraduate Art Show. Works are still on exhibit
in the fine Arts Gallery of the Art Bldg.
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salaries
The University should be commended for its decision to set
aside J22.0O0 to offset salary inequities for faculty women-but it
can't stop there.
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Some people may say we should be content that the University
finally recognized that a pattern of discrimination against women
does exist and backed up that recognition with hard cash to
eliminate the inequities.
But $22,000 can only be viewed as a first step.
Dr. Greer Litton Fox. chairperson of the Faculty Senate Ad
Hoc Committee on the Status of Women, told Budget Council that
at least $80,000 would be needed to make up for salary
discrepancies for this year alone
If the University abides by federal regulations permitting
retroactive compensation up to two years from the first incident
of discrimination, that figure could be tripled-meaning the
University could owe its faculty women at least $240,000
The allocation announced last month by President l.'ollis A.
Moore Jr doesn't even make up 10 per cent of that amount.
Figures collected by Dr. Fox show that the mean salary of
faculty women at every rank-instructor, assistant professor.
associate professor and full professor--is lower than that of
faculty men.
Furthermore, lower salaries aren't the only discrepancies
facing faculty women.
Although they account for 19 per cent of the faculty, they
represent only eight per cent of those receiving $20,000 or more a
year, and a whopping 48 per cent of the faculty receiving less than
$10,000
They make up only 10 per cent of the full professors, but. at the
other end of the scale, they account for 37 per cent of the
instructors
It's clear women are concentrated in the lower faculty ranks
and the lower pay scales.
The University must continue its efforts to reimburse faculty
women for salary inequities But it must also concentrate on
efforts to move women up from the lowest paying, lowest ranking
faculty positions

cease-fire
Tuesday the Senate succeeded in watering-down its end-thewar amendment to an almost meaningless scrap of paper.
With a47 to 43vote.an internationally-supervised cease-lire was
5 added as a precondition to a fund cut-off in Indochina.
I
The original amendment, proposed by Sens. Clifford Case (Rep.
i N.J.) and Frank Church (Dem Idaho I. would have cut otf funds
: four months after agreement was reached for the release of U.S.
{ prisoners of war
There is now a strong possibility that even the watered-down
version of the amendment will not pass because many of its
original supporters are planning to vote against it.
And even if it does pass, it is unlikely it will mean anything
Addition of the cease-fire clause will only result in further delay
in obtaining the release of American prisoners of war and
complete disinvolvement in Indochina.
The North Vietnamese rejection of the cease-fire in President
Nixon's peace plan, disclosed yesterday, demonstrated the
absurdity of trying to bargain with such an action again.
There is also an indication that some of our senators are in
favor of dropping the whole issue and moving on to other bills.
Apparently they believe they have done their part by just
considering the amendment.
However, their job is not finished until an amendment is passed
or an action is taken that will guarantee the release of American
POW's and disengagement in Southeast Asia.
We are still waiting

opinion

economic protest
by Mark R. I>ull
Student Columnist
Ed. ooir
Mark Dull is a local
rcpreieatatlve for the Nalioaal
Ecoaomlc Boycott committee and his
celuaa Mates tie position of the
committee.
War and economics are intrinsically
bound Since World War II. the United
States has spent over one trillion dollars-one thousand billion dollars-on the
military.
Of all the income tax money collected
every year by the Federal Government.
60 per cent goes lo pay the costs of war.
while only 18 per cent is spent on human
resources such as education,
employment, health care and income
security War has always been too
expensive for those who can least afford
it. and all too profitable for a select few
THE WAR in Indochina, too. is a war
of economics In the past, those opposed
to the war and the economics of war
have tried a variety of methods, from
petitions to violent confrontation, with
little or no success
Petitions often seem wasted on a
Congress which the President ignores,
violent
confrontation
tactics
occasionally have a limited amount of
success at a local level, but ultimately
serve to reinforce the arguments of those
who would use armed force to suppress
the peace movement.
Perhaps the most positive reasonable
way to oppose the economics of war is
economic action
IN OBSERVANCE of the National
Economic Boycott set to begin May 25
Americans opposed to the war in
Indochina will initiate a plan of economic
actiejj designed to withdraw funds from

the war economy, and significantly
reduce the profits of those industries,
major chain businesses and financial
institutions presently
contributing
directly or indirectly to the war effort.
On a national level, a boycott of such
large companies as Coca-Cola. IT&T.
AT&T. Standard Oil. Gulf. Mobil.
Texaco. DuPont. Kodak. Magnavox.
RCA. Revlon, and Textron will
commence on May 25 and continue until
peaceful withdrawal from Indochina is
guaranteed
Subsidiaries of large franchise
operations will be picketed and funds
will be withdrawn from checking and
savings accounts in banks.
Locally, students at BGSU have
organized a boycott committee which is
presently contacting students in high
schools and colleges in Ohio. The
committee is working to gain a wide
range of support for the boycott, from
individual students and citizens to
national figures in politics, ecology and
peace groups
LETTERS, POSTERS, and notices
concerning the boycott are being
distributed in the community. The list of
target businesses is being made
available
Students, faculty, and other members
of the community are encouraged to
boycott their products and services, and
to patronize local,
independent
merchants rather than large franchise
operations
To commence the boycott locally, on
May 25. students and faculty will begin a
"run" on local banks by withdrawing
funds from checking and savings
accounts.
They will refuse to further patronize
the services of the bank, seeking instead
such alternatives as credit unions and
sympathetic local businesses

Lerrers
bg justice discriminates
Bowling Green justice is badly in need
of a drastic overhaul, as recent events
have proven. One standard of justice is
being applied to the greeks on this
campus, another to those who are not
For two weeks I had to go through a lot
of red tape in order to get a permit for
the Festival of Life on April 29, the
reason being alleged law violations at
last year's festival
AFTER FINALLY being granted the
use of the inner campus, I was required
to provide police with a list of twenty
marshals I was then promised by

several Administration officials that no
arrests would be made without the
marshals being notified
That promise turned out to be a lie. as
people were indeed arrested for having
open containers
Few people got upset though, despite
the broken promises Then last Saturday
the greeks held their annual bike race
Open containers were everywhere One
fraternity man even stood right next to
President Moore with an open bottle of
Bonne's Farm
Assured of immunity from the law.
Hollis' buddies continued this behavior

the next night at the Miss BGSU pageant,
as once again open containers were in
abundance
When people complained to the police,
the local law enforcers replied that they
were too busy to check it out. No arrests
were made except for that of a
demonstrator who knocked over a chair
on his way out.
THE BIKE race further bothered me.
because it resulted in a blockade of the
campus
all
day
Saturday,
inconveniencing many people who had
better things to do. As hard as it is for us
to get a permit for a Saturday afternoon

pageant represents bgsu ?
I feel that it is the duty of this
University lo thoroughly examine the
BGSU Beauty pageant and judge the
validity of assigning a University title to
it.
By using the name of BGSU it should
imply that the people of the University,
no matter who. are all to have the right
to attend it if they wish
If the pageant is supposed to be
representative of the University I feel
that it should also be representative of
what this University stands for; which is
supposed to be educational rather than a
sexist cow exhibit.
1 also did not feel that the judgment of
who was able to attend should be given to
the fraternity boys who definitely do not
represent the general consensus of the
students of this University.
IT IS NO more ridiculous to say that
the U.S. is trying to show Vietnam people
how to be Vietnamese than it is to label
the BGSU Beauty pageant as being
representative of this University.

Both of these statements are
completely incorrect.
If the University is to have another
such judgment on beauty, then it should
be the beauty of the entire person such as '
the beauty of being a real person rather
than being some sex object.
Since this is really an impossible thing
to do because of the beauty of people in
general, it should be cast aside as one of
the sexist activities which is harming our
society's values of beauty
Let's not let another of these exhibits
be labeled as a University activity
AN ADDITIONAL problem that 1
noted when I was there was that the
members of the ATO fraternity were
openly violating a liquor law during the
event
When the campus security was told of
this they just turned their heads and did
not even try to enforce the law.
1 feel that the ATO fraternity should be
disbanded lor at least suspended from

beauty pageant injustice
Well, everybody, justice Amerikanstyle was done again in Bowling Green
last weekend This time, the scene was
the ATO-sponsored Miss BGSU pageant
in the Grand Ballroom on Sunday night
The festivities began when Mark
Kruse, pageant director, and a black
policewoman iwho refused to give us her
name) told several ticket-holding people
that they couldn't attend the pageant
since it was a "closed function." Since
we all had official tickets, this was in
direct violation of our Civil Rights
We ignored this harassment and took
our seats, and as we did so. Mark came
running over to tell us that we would all
have to sit in the last three rows because
we had the wrong kind of tickets
SINCE THIS order was an obvious lie.
we ignored it also. Perhaps we should
also mention that several of our friends
were in fact barred from the ballroom
even though they held tickets.
As the pageant began, several of our
ATO "brothers" placed themselves in
strategic positions so as to observe our
every move. We were also closely
watched by at least one campus
policeman.
Things were pretty dull until one
person was arrested as he was leaving
the pageant. The charge was disorderly
conduct.
Shortly
thereafter, two
fraternity "heavies" sat down in front of
us and started drinking beer which they
had brought with them to the pageant.
We figured that since the cops were
into making arrests that night, they
might as well arrest someone who was
committing a crime, so two of us went to
tell them what was happening. Like

typical men with characteristics of
extreme chauvinism
and male
superiority. Officer* Boyer and Mercer
treated us like hysterical females, they
told us to calm down, and assured us that
they would look into it
WE OFFERED to show them the men
with the beer, but they told us that we
weren't allowed back in the ballroom.
Needless to say, no action was taken
against them iWe found out later that
they had been sent in by the ATO's to
watch us! l
It's interesting to note that two people
were arrested for having an open
container at the Festival of Life two
weeks ago This was a clear case of
selective enforcement
Putting all this aside for the moment,
we would like to know why this pageant
is held to select Miss Bowling Green
State University when only ATO's and
the friends and families of the
contestants lover half were greek) are
invited. This select group is hardly
representative of the BGSU student
population
We have not yet begun to protest!!!!!
See you all next yearJan Weber
Mary Schaefer
Wendy Weber
Charles Conn
Stacy Provost
RodLipp
Wally Ward
SueProsek
BarbChemesky
John Dowler
and many
mention

oUiers

Vicki Knauertuue
MikeSaba
Mary Jo Hartwell
Cheri Erdman-Saba
Claudia Bakuli
MarkScheerer
Chris Jones
Karen Siple
Kathy Crawford
JoLeuchter
too numerous to

concert or an outdoor rally, it should be
impossible for anyone to be allowed to
blockade the campus.
When I tried to help block a parking lot
on Wednesday morning. I was in jail
within
fifteen minutes
I don't
understand what we did that was so
different from what the greeks did.
unless it was our cause
I do not complain of my own arrest; I
knew what I was doing and have
accepted the penalty I must also agree
that the arrests made on April 29 were
legally, if not ethically, correct. But for
the pigs l the only word applicable! in the
Administration and Campus Security to
then turn around and allow others to
disregard the law is too much

any other events) from the University
for violating this law and that the
security officers who allowed it should
be removed from their positions with the
University.
If they are not going lo do their job.
they really shouldn't have them

If the law here does not apply to
greeks, it does not apply to anyone If
laws are broken more openly by more
people in the future, it will only happen
because Hollis and his lackeys have
encouraged law-breaking by a certain
segment of the community.
In the future I will not accept arrest so
passively unless greeks too are thrown in
jail.

Gary Farthing
322 E. Court St. Apt.5

George Macdonald
309 North Church St

coca-cola and war
Maybe the most important aspect of
individual opposition to the war in
Indochina lor war. period) is a kind of
functioning awareness-knowing where
you and the war begin and end, being
aware of how you inadvertantly support
the war in evervdav situations For
example: Coca-Cola, the institution
Item: Coca-Cola and subsidiaries hold
PUGE government contracts, and dump
large quantities of money into the war
economy every year.
ITEM:
PHOSPHORIC acid, an
important ingredient in Coca-Cola and
other soft drinks, is a by-product of the
manufacture of munitions (Ever notice
how much cola soft-drink advertising
you see during wartime? I

(as William Holden pauses in his
Pacific Jap-stomp to muss the hair of a
grinning Philippino he calls "Boy" and
hands him a Coke).
Key. Che: The next time you're sipping
colas at your crash-pad with a right-on
chick named Mary Lou or something,
tuning in old Bob Dylan classics on FM
and moaning low blues to Mary Lou
about how your dealer's been busted and
you're down to sticks and seeds, assume
your coolest radical culture-hero slouch,
the one that makes Mary Lou breathe
"Far out!" in total admiration, and look
down at your hand. Che. that Coke has
the blood of Asian babies in it .
James Garmhausen
203 Meeker St
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Novak defends white worker
By Jim Wiiitrmu
Suit Reporter

Political
author

Mkhaol Novak, astociat* prolonor of philosophy and roligiout
(twdkn at tho State Univorjily of Now York, Old Wostbury,
tpoko loii nkjhl in ih« Union on racial polilkt.

Michael Novak, author of
"A 'ITimloiiv for .Radical
Politics." told people in the
Dogwood Suite last night
that the alienation of blacks
and young people is nothing
compared to that of the
lower middle class white
worker
Novak, an associate
professor of philosophy and
religious studies at the State
University of New York, Old
Westbury, said."If there is
going to be progress for the
blacks then there must be
progress lor the workers
Otherwise, they will both
end up fighting lor the same

Education bill readied;
caught in busing dispute
WASHINGTON I API Senate-House conference
conferees
reached final
agreement early yesterday
on a landmark $18 5 billion
higher-education bill
However, because the bill
is entangled in the dispute

over school busing, it may be
rejected
In breaking the deadlock
on the bill in the early
morning hours, the
conferees watered down
three antibusing riders
added to the bill in the
House

Agnew,Thieu meet;
discuss S. Vietnam
SAIGON 1 APi - VicePresident Spiro T. Agnew
conferred with President
Nguyen Van Thieu for more
than an hour yesterday in a
meeting that IS sources
said was intended to

War teach-in
suggested by
local veterans
The local chapter of the
Vietnam Veterans Against
the War 1VVAW1 may hold
a teach-in for veterans
similar to the daily
convocations organized to
discuss the Vietnam war
The teach-in was
introduced at a VVAWI
meeting Tuesday night
According to Charles
Figley. instructor in home
economics and acting
chairman of the local
VVAW, members will be
marching in a Memorial Day
parade in Toledo
MEMBERS WILL also
meet again next Wednesday
to discuss the possibility of
channeling their efforts into
a veterans club rather than
the VVAW
Figley said an apolitical
organization may be needed
to form a cohesive veterans
group here, since some
veterans may be afraid of
joining the WAW because of
the possible implications of
being associated with an
antiwar group
The meeting will be held in
the Capital Room. Union

underscore the Nixon
administration's support for
South Vietnam in the current
communist offensive.
Thieu's press office said
Agnew and the president
"reviewed and discussed the
general situation in South
Vietnam "
Aides refused to give any
details or to say whether
Agnew carried any personal
messages between Thieu and
President Nixon But they
said the vice president would
report to Nixon immediately
upon
returning
to
Washington tomorrow
AGNEW FLEW to Saigon
from Bangkok, where he
arrived Tuesday after
representing Nixon at a
ceremony inTokyo returning
Okinawa to Japan It was his
third visit to South Vietnam
He stayed three hours and 15
minutes, then flew back to
Bangkok

The Student Body Organization 1SBO1 is
planning to divide its Bangladesh fund-raising
drive into three specialized campaigns aimed
at local businessmen, off-campus residents
and on-campus students
SBO President Jeff Sherman said
yesterday plans for the drive should be
finalized this week, with the main campaign
hopefully beginning next week
Although Larry Soloman. one of the drive's

HE EXPLAINED that the
American public is divided
into a super-culture and a
subculture
"The super-culture
consists of liberals who live
on a national level and learn
mostly from the media," he
said "The subculture is the
workers who live on a
neighborhood level and rely

on the common sense of
their neighbors and don't
believe what they hear from
the media "
Ke said long ago
"American people called my
immigrant
grandparents
pollacks, wops and spies
and the present generation
of liberals calls us racists,
facists and pigs II doesn't
seem to me that we've made
that much progress.
"All the sympathy goes to
the blacks in Alabama and
Mississippi, but nobody ever
considers a Polish beer
truck driver in New York, he
said
Novak said there is too

much bigotry among
intellectuals.
"IT'S ALL right for a
liberal to tell an Italian joke,
but vou will never hear him
tell a joke about blacks." he
added.
Ke described the attitude
of the super-culture toward
the ethnic people as being
one of enlightenment, like a
"missionary culture coming
to the South Sea Islands with
handfuls of brassieres to
cover up things that were
never covered up before.
"Everyone wants to say
it's their America, but we
can all draw a lot of strength
from these old traditions of
the ethnic people." he said

newsnoTes
No FBI study
WASHINGTON (API - L Patrick
Gray III. in his first speech as acting
head of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, yesterday rejected
calls for a full-scale investigation of
the FBI which was headed for 48
years by the late J. Edgar Hoover.
He also said he had an open mind on
(he establishment of an advisory
committee or a consulting group on
the FBI. which has been mentioned by
some congressmen, but is concerned
that such a panel might seriously
impair the effectiveness of the FBI

New agency
COLUMBUS I API
The Ohio
Senate, following little debate,
yesterday passed 20-9 an
administration-backed bill creating
an Environmental Protection Agency
to police Ohio's anti-pollution laws.

"US Foreign Policy in the

Today

Middle East
9 am. 408 MoseleyStephen Hoyd. near eastern
affairs assistant legal
advisor. State Department,
will speak on ExecutiveLegislative Tensions in
Foreign Policymaking "
1 p.m.. Newman ('enter
St Thomas More University
Parish-Boyd to speak on

Side Door

Greg Artzner

Basically, the bill takes away the
pollution fighting agencies of the
Department of Health and puts them
in the new agency The director,
appointed by the governor, would
have broad enforcement powers.

Police arrests
WASHINGTON 1AP1 - An
American Bar Association committee
recommends thai police departments
make far fewer arrests and hire legal
advisors to help shape lawenforcement policy
The committee in a report released
yesterday endorses collective
bargaining by police but nol the right
to strike Compulsory arbitration is
suggested as an alternative to the
right to strike

Nixon relaxes
THURMONT. Md. (API - His
summit meeting with Soviet leaders a
weekend away. President Nixon has
retired to his Camp David retreat
here There was no word on when he

would return to Washington.
The President is scheduled to leave
for Moscow Saturday morning

Soldiers shot
BELFAST. Northern Ireland (AP) Guerilla gunmen fatally wounded a
British soldier and shot another in the
leg last night. Violence in Northern
Ireland yesterday also left one
civilian dead and 21 injured.
The soldiers were gunned down in
an attack on a police station at
Crossmaglen, a village near the
border with the Irish Republic

Gun control
WASHINGTON (AP) - Spurred by
the attempted assassination of
Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace, a
Senate Judiciary subcommittee
approved a bill yesterday to clamp
down on sales of hand-guns.
Sen. Birch Bayh (D-Ind). chief
sponsor of the bill, said it would
prohibit anyone except a police
officer from buying the kind of
weapon used to shoot Wallace.

2 p.m.. Wayne-Harrison
Room. Union Fred Cottrell.
author and professor of
sociology at Miami lOhioi
University, will speak
Sponsored
by
the
department of sociology

the Andean Countries." Hart
of the two-day seminar.
" The United States and the
Andean Countries."
8:45 p.m.. Alumni Room,
Union-A panel will discuss
"Latin Reactions to U.S.

Government Policies
Toward Change in Latin
America." Panelists are Dr.
Edward Shuck, director of
international programs; Dr.
Roger Anderson, assistant
professor of political
science; Raul Garron.
member of World Student

Association 1WSA1; Dr.
Rene Ruiz, assistant
professor of romance
languages. Dr. Jack
Thomas, associate professor
of history. Part of the twoday seminar. "The United
States and the Andean
Countries."

2.30 p.m . Alumni Room.
Union-Dr
Fernando
Alegria. cultural counselor,
Chilean embassy to the
United Stales, will speak on
"Recent Trends in Latin
American Literature." Part
of the two-day seminar.
• The United States and the
Andean Countries."
7 15 p.m.. Alumni Room.
Union-Dr James I'etras.
professor of political science
at Pennsylvania State
University, will speak on
"United Slates Reaction to
Economic Nationalism in
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will probably get picked up
once less.
"We live in the most
insane system imaginable
Everything is encouraged by
moral acclaim If you agree
with integration, you're
moral and if you don't,
you're a racist." he said

Today's topics of dicussion

coordinators, said last week SBO would like
to raise $12,000. Sherman said the
organization still has no definite goal in mind
However, he said the $180 collected last
week is only a "miniscule portion ol the
amount we'd eventually like to raise."
The campaign began May 4. the second
anniversary of the Kent State tragedy. SBO
officers said then it was to represent a
constructive means of protesting all wars.
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would make every student
eligible for a basic annual
(1.400 stipend minus what
his expected contribution
from his family would be
Other provisions would
authorize $'J billion to be
used to help schools with
desegregation problems;
provide $390 million to
improve Indian education;
extend present federal
vocational education
programs for a year at a cost
of $385 million; create a
National Institute of
Education to conduct
research on how to spend
school funds more wisely,
establish a new program of
occupation education for
young persons who
have completed high school.
and innovative approaches
in post-high school
education

SBO studies Bangladesh plan
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EDUCATI0NAI CENTERDETROIT BRANCH

The compromise measure
could be in trouble in that
branch as a result
Nevertheless, the sponsors
predicted it would clear both
branches.
They emphasized that they
are counting on the great
benefits it will mean for all
of the nation's colleges and
universities, as well as the
eight million VS. college
students, to generate enough
support to win final passage.
Bui they concede that they
will face opposition from
diehard civil rights
advocates on the left and
from all-out opponents of
any busing on the right
One of the busing riders
adopted would prevent any
court busing orders from
taking effect before Dec. 31.
1973. unless all appeals had
been exhausted
The bill's managers said
this was regarded as a
substitute for President
Nixon's proposal tor a oneyear moratorium on all
busing orders, but conceded
it did not go as far
The bill originally would
have authorized more than
$20 billion, but conferees cut
this.
The measure would set up
for the first time a program
of general federal support
for all of the nation's public
and private colleges and
universities
It would establish a new
comprehensive plan to aid
college students which

piece of pie. and that is not
progress
"NIXON REALIZES that
to get re-elected, he must
capture the Catholic ethnic
vote, which has been the
swing vote for the last 20
vears.'hesaid
Novak explained that the
Catholic ethnic vote consists
of Italians. Poles. Slavs and
members of other ethnic
groups
Regarding integration he
said. "The strange thing
about integration is there
are no rewards, only
penalties It's not true that
the garbage gets picked up
one more time a week in
integrated communities. It
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POWDER PUFF
32$ RIDGE

FRIDAY 7:00, 9:30 AND 12:00
SATURDAY 7:00, 9:30. 12:00 SHOWING IS FREE

MEN'S SANDAL SALE!

7.97
Reg. $9.Bare necessily for summer. Sandals in rugged
leather with shiny brass trim. Now at nice-to-yourbudget savings.
A. Tire sole, harness brass trim, dark brown.
B. Tan leather, brass trim, criss-cross thong trim.
•U
w

SUNDAY 7:00 AND 9:30 (HIGHUGHTS)
210 MA TH SCIENCE - ALL SESSIONS $4 00
TICKETS 75c par
ON SALE THURSDAY • FRIDAY 10-4

MSSKM

LASALLE*S

UNION TICKET OFFICE t. AT THE DOOR

•
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N. Vietnamese
reject cease-fire

Needs upper house ok

Brandt treaty not final
BONN. Germany |AP) ■
Chancellor Willy Brandts
tension-easing treaties with
the Soviet Union and Poland
won ratification majorities
in parliament's lower house
yesterday but the size of the
votes was not enough to
override possible upper
house objections
Both treaties won 248
votes from the lower house
They needed 249 to
overcome objections in Ihc
upper house, controlled by
the opposition.
Opposition
Christian
Democrats said earlier they
want the upper house to give

the treaties with both the
Soviet Union and Poland
final ratification, but
hardliners within the upper
house could still delav if not
try to block this
BRANDT would have to
bring the treaties back to the
Bundestag, the lower house,
for another vote if the upper
house objects to them, and
he would then need 249 votes
for final ratification
Huge abstentions meant
that the ratification votes
did not finally settle the fate
of the treaties.
If the Bundestag, which
meets Friday, decides not to
SPECIALS AVAILABLE AT
GRAY'S STADIUM PLAZA
STORE ONLY.
1016 E WOOSTER ST.
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352-7248
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Release ASPIRIN
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maintain its previous
objection to the treaties,
today's 248-vole decision by
the lower house would stick
and the treaties would be
finally ratified.
The treaties, negotiated by
Brandt on trips to Moscow
and Warsaw in 1970,
renounce the use of force
and recognize German
territorial losses to the
Soviet Union and Poland in
World War II
The ratification was
delayed by months of debate
and maneuver to gain
acceptance of the treaties by
the West German public and
part of Brandt's conservative opponents In
Parliament, the Christian
Democratic
Party.

PARIS <AP) - The United
States and South Vietnam
told the
Vietnamese
Communists yesterday of a
willingness to resume peace
talks, but added "It takes
two to negotiate."
At the same time. North
Vietnam's Foreign Ministry
issued a statement in Hanoi
officially
rejecting
President Nixon's proposal
for
an
internationally
supervised
cease-fire
in
Indochina
It said the
question must be solved
between the United States
and Vietnam in Paris

Program
future

Stud«nti discussed the future of the Student Development
program last night in the Amnni Room. The rap session was
sponsored by the minority affairs committee.

The University may have
to dip into the freshman
class again to fill up its coed
dormitory, but this time it
will be for men instead ol
women
This year about 40 women
were recruited from the
freshman class to fill units in
Darrow f.'all
However. Robert Rudd.
director of residence
services, said yesterday that
about 120 of the 145 spaces
set aside for women in

Darrow next year
already been filled.

have

ALTHOUGH THE housing
office had little trouble
filling up the men's units in
Darrow last fall. Rudd said
only 75 or 80 men have
signed up for the hall next
year. The dormitory can
house about 196 men.
Rudd said information
gathered from residence hall
request forms turned in thus
far indicate men of all class

ranks are fairly evenly
distributed among all the
men's residence halls.
He said this is partially
due to the University's
policy this year of housing
freshmen with upperclassmen Many freshmen
have created an identity
with their dormitories, and
since they no longer have to
move
on
to
an
upperclassmen's dormitory,
they can sign up for the
same residence hall next
year if they choose, he said
Students started returning
residence hall preference
forms a fewweeksago Rising
seniors and juniors
submitted their requests last
week and the week before
The housing office began
accepting forms from
sophomores this week
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OFFENHAUER B. the
tower dormitory reserved
for women, was completely
filled bv the end of the first

sign-up day for sophomores.
Rudd said the men's unit.
Offenhauer A. is not far
behind
"In a way. it's not
surprising, since the
students really seemed to
like that dormitory this
year.'' Rudd said
"But
when you consider the extra
cost, it is somewhat of a
surprise.''
Offenhauer residents will
pay $2.15 a quarter next year.
$30 more than residents of
the second most expensive
dormitories on campus
Although he said it's still
too early to determine what,
if any. vacancies will exist
next year, Rudd predicted
that
Harshman
and
Kreischer Quadrnagles will
be the last dormitories to be
filled.
"II used to be you could
tell right away
what
dormitories would be
vacant, because the halls
were
segregated
by
classes." he said "But now
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students spread themselves
over the entire campus so
much that we can't really
tell which halls are going to
have problems."

THE NORTH Vietnamese
Foreign
Ministry's
statement
said Nixon's
proposal-made May 8 while
announcing the mining of
North Vietnamese ports"is, in essence, only aimed
at forcing the Vietnamese
people to lay down their
arms, abandon their just
fight and accept the puppet
administration, stooge of the
United States, and the U.S.
neo-colonialist administration in South Vietnam."

Rudd said he won't have
any definite information
about vacancies until after
next year's freshmen are
assigned to dormitories

.The statement ruled out
any
U.N -sponsored
conference on peace in Asia
as well as a new Geneva
conference

Men needed to fill Darrow

PHILLIPS'
MILK OF MAGNESIA

WELLA CARE
HERBAL SHAMPOO

THE FOREIGN Ministry's
statement
was
broadcast by Hanoi's official
Vietnam News Agency
In their note to the Viet

Phone 352-5518
354-6601

MINOR AND MAJOR REPAIRS

13284 Bishop Road
Bowling Green, Ohio
• Torn left off North Dixie Highway

Rullils In hunt Ou.mtities

MIDNIGHT

315 Univeisity Hall
Workshop Sat 10:00 - Noon

to hold silent vigil Sun.
The ad hoc committee of faculty and teaching staff against
the war will hold a silent vigil from 2 to 4 p.m. Sunday in
front of the city post office on North Main Street.
Dr Carlene Blanchard. assistant professor of English,
said participants will stand silently on the sidewalk in front
of the post office and hold placards asking for gun and bomb
control, demanding peace and opposing the escalation of the
Vietnam conflict.
Participants are asked to bring their own placards
Dr. Blanchard said city officials have been notified of the
vigil.
Participants will meet at the post office rather than
forming a march downtown.
She said anyone who is "willing to participate in this type
of public witness" of opposition to the war is welcome at the
vigil

B|pjG LADESH
Fund
call 2-2953
Sponsored by SBO

We will pick up and deliver
your car at no extra charge

Don't get ripped off
come out or call us at...

Antiwar faculty, staff

Help needed on

Will Perform Friday
MAY 19
10 00PM

Cong and North Vietnamese
in Paris, the U.S. and South
Vietnamese delegations
charged: "Your actions on
the battlefield ... and your
words in Paris ... give no
indication whatsoever that
you are seriously interested
in the negotiation on matters
of substance in discussing
the proposals of both sides."
The two allies rejected a
North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong proposal Tuesday to
resume the peace talks
today
They
were
indefinitely suspended by the
allied side May 4 because of
"lack of progress" in private
and public meetings.

Larry Solomon. Chmn.

CUUURAL BOOST
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PETTIS
ALPENHORN ROOM
SPECIALS

V2 Spaghetti - V2 Lasagna
w< meat sauce. Italian Salad.
Bread & Butter

».y$1.50

Sandwiches

BARE TRAPS
Our sandal shop is open for
business. And its stocked with
lots of bare-skin beauties. Like
these Bare Traps". Come in
and try em today. Organiclooking dark brown leather with
polished wooden soles and
heels. Breezy-cool and beautiful. Three from our open-air
collection:
A. Ankle wrap, open toe
wedge. $18.
B. Broad bands of crossed
leather. $17.
C. Criss-cross platform, double
buckle.$17.

• Meatball
• Sucked Corned Beef
• Stacked Ham
• Stacked Roast Beef
on a bun or Italian bread
• Italiai Salami

Alptnhoni Km]
II II Mem. Sat.
IKN Main
Downtown Hi;

Dining Km.
11-10 Mon.-Sat.

12-8 Sun.

PADDY MURPHY, champion of the Munich
Beer chugging Championships, was found
suffocated with his tongue stuck in a Boones
Farm Wine Bottle. By his side was found
this suicide note: "Sketing was GREAT.
Drinking was Greater, but without a tongue
life is not worth living."' The showing of
the body will be held at the SAE House Friday frorn8^00ti|110^00PM^

NEW COURSE FOR THE FALL (ONLY)

"ECONOMICS AND CAMPAIGN 72 II
(ARTS AND SCIENCES 100)
— OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
— DESIGNE0 FOR THOSE STU0ENTS WITHOUT ANY PREVIOUS BACKGROUND IN ECONOMICS.

LASALJLtETS

— PURPOSE IS TO ACQUAINT NEW VOTERS WITH THE IMPORTANCE OF ECONOMIC ISSUES TO
POLITICAL DECISION MAKING

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL NEIL BROWNE OR PAUL HAAS AT 372-2646
OR MERELY SIGN UP AT REGISTRATION TIME

TS. toNm, ThurMtay, ftWy It. ItTl/Pag. 5

Thrill of victory, agony of defeat
Books are dropped, frisbees fly and girls
sunbathe But for many one-time high
school jocks. Softball is their thing in the
spring
For many, "that feeling inside" when a
line drive streaks between short and third,
or that long drive parked over the left
fielder's outstretched hand, feels better
than most things the world has to offer.
And turning right around, what could be
worse than watching a ground ball go
under your glove, being thrown out at the
plate, or trying to talk to teammates after
'' fanning the breeie?''
That's Softball. And all the intramural
thrills began yesterday when first-round
tournament games began at the fields next
to the Ice Arena

Photos by
Steve A. Schneider
Staff Photographer
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ATTENTION STUDENTS!
y

CHERRY HILL
VILLAGE
IS NOW UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
AND BOASTS INCOMPARABLE FEATURES;
• One and One Half Baths
• Central Heating and Air conditioning
• Wall to Wall Carpeting
• Electric Range & Oven
• Refrigerator/Freezer, Disposal
• Patio Gas Grills
• FANTASTIC PARTY HOUSE
• INDOOR SWIMMING POOL

Rental Agent - Suite 67
741 HIGH St.
352-6248
Furnished Two Bedroom Suites
as low as $57.50/month with 4 occupants
Special Lease Terms Available

BATES & SPRINGER, INC.
Managers

%
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Draws from various departments

Program studies American heritage
By Sally Harvey
American Studies-- is thai
a history course, or perhaps
a philosophy seminar''
According to the 1971-72
University catalogue ■ The
goal of the American&udies
program is to provide a
unified approach...so as to
achieve a comprehensive
view of American life and
of the American heritage
The program is highly
interdisciplinary,
drawing
from the English, history,
political science, philosophy
and art departments.

DR. ALMA J. Payne,
professor of English and
American
Studies,
has
directed the program since
it was established in 1957.
Today about ISO students
are enrolled in the program .
one of the largest projects of
its type in the country
Although lack of funds limits
the number of foreign
students that can afford to
participate in the program
here, students from Wales.
France, Germany and Korea
have applied for admission
At present the program is
(unded solely through the

English department
The
department also allocates
funds for
five graduate
assistantships
in
the
program
Participants
in
the
program
are
hoping
to
Mtabllsb
an
American
Studies center, which would
make
the
program
a
completely
independent
department operating on its
own budget
l)r Payne has already set
up American studies offices
separate
from
English
department offices She said
ail that is needed now to

establish
the
center
is
official approval from the
administration.

Payne said uses "a
truly
American
Studies
approach."
"Two professors from two
different disciplines team
teach on a certain theme."
she said
This quarters
theme is "The Gilded Age.
taught be Dr. Payne and Dr
Kenneth
Davison
of
Heidelberg College
American Studies includes
both an undergraduate and
masters program, with a
possible doctoral program in

THE AMERICAN Studies
program has led to several
new courses offered here,
including
Introduction
to
American Studies 200. which
covers the methodology of
interdisciplinary study.
Dr.
Payne
said
the
program
"virtually built"
courses like American Art
History
and
American
Thought.
All
American
Studies
majors are required to take
a senior seminar which Dr.

the offing
Dr.
Payne
is
also
promoting
high
school

■**

J»
«h

American Studies programs.
She is already working with
Sylvania and Fremont high
schools on programs similar
to the one here.
HOWEVER, the question
bothering some students isafter a person completes the
program, what can he do
with his American Studies
degree?
If he's enrolled in the
College of Education, he can
teach But if education isn't
his specialty, he may also
find a job in journalism,
museums,
reconstruction
sites
i Civil
War.
early
American
settlements),
libraries, pre-law or preininisicn.il
work or the
Peace Corps and Vista
Dr.
Payne
said
the
American Studies approach
is one in which the student
can be exposed to a broad
concept of culture while at
the same time become a
master of a specific field.

A lecture on
in

Foreign
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Pelkymaking"
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Soviet vessels sighted
WASHINGTON iAPI-The
Pentagon
yesterday
acknowledged reports that
Soviet naval vessels have
been
sighted
near
Vietnamese
waters
but
expressed no concern over
the
possibility
that
the
Russians may be planning to
interfere
with
the
U.S.
mining of North Vietnamese
ports.
Pentagon
spokesman
Jerry W Kriedheim refused
to
provide
any
details,
saying
only
that
"we

....?
mm

wouldn't be surprised'' if
Soviet warships are in the
South China Sea Since the
mining operation last week,
the Pentagon has turned
back all questions regarding
Russian naval movements
However, it wa< learned
Tuesday from other military
sources that a 6.000-ton
cruiser and three destroyers
had dropped anchor about
200 miles east of the South
Vietnamese
coast
after
steaming from the Sea of
Japan.

A second Soviet naval
flotilla made up of two
destroyers, an oil tanker and
a -diesel powered submarine
armed with four missile
launchers
was
reported
anchored off the Paracel
Islands near the South China
coast
The United Stales has
about 60 warships operating
off
Vietnam.
Pentagon
officials do not consider a
small Soviet naval force to
present a challenge.
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WOODVILLE RECORD AND
TAPE DEPARTMENTS
Choose From These Weil-Known Labels:
*RCA
* ATLANTIC
* ATCO
* MOTOWN

* DUNHILL
* COTILLION
* REPRISE
* WARNER BROS

* ELEKTRA
* FANTASY
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*ABC
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SALE

4.44
5.44
6.44
7.44
8.44
9.44

6.98
7.98
8.98
9.98
10.98
12.98

%•
OOOO AND OUST V ,

Real golden. Real crisp Real lender. Real salt. Real hot.
McDonald's French Fries. Yum.
f iMcbonaicra

1050 S. MAIN

"POPS" CONCERT
OP

LERNER AND LOEWE MUSIC
University Symphony Orchestra
A Capella Choir And Vocal Soloists

**>■

J
My Fair Lady
WOODVILLE ALEXIS
3067 W. AUxis

I%N

AND AUDIO CENTERS

Op." Daily. IO-9
Sotucdoy. IO»
Clottd Sunday

WOODVILLE SOUTH
4400 Heathtr Downs
Opan Daily. 10-9
Saturday. IDs
Open Sunday. 1-3

WOODVILLE EAST
2160Wood.ill.Rd.
Opan Daily. 10-9
Salvrdoy. 164
Op«t Sunday. I-S

WOODVILLE MONROE
5J08M.nro.St
Op." Daily. 16-9
Saturday. 104
Sundoy. M

Sunday, May 21
2:30 p.m.

Grand Ballroom
University Union

BENEFIT FOR ORCHESTRA TOUR FUND

Woodville East, South and Monro*
OWN SUNDAY 1- 5

DONATION AT DOOR S1 ADULT

50c CHILDREN

TK. M N.w., Thvreatay, May 1 i, l»7J/fo^ 7
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Dean Eriksen rejects

Fall '72 schedule changes

proposed travel project

NEW SECTIONS
ScctlM

Description

0*20
Otll
0V22
0823

Ecopohlics
Intro Polil Inquiry
Vocal Repertoire
Quantitative Met IV

Dcpt

Cn.No.

Cn.Hn.

Pols
Pols
Musp
Psyc

335
290
311
440

4
3
2
4

listruclo:

Time

Jones
Stephens
Eikum
tlreene

3-5T. 1-3R
12TWR
4TF
Arrange

The "American Odyssey."
a program designed to allow
students to work and study in
different areas throughout
the United States for IS
months.
has
been
temporarily turned down bv
Dr. John Eriksen. dean of
the College of Arts and
Sciences.

CHANGES
Section 1239
Section 1240
Section 1578
Section 1581
Section 1582
Section 1619
Section 1625

Biol 411
Biol 411
Educ 374
Educ 376
Educ 376
Educ409
Educ 409

timeis9MWF.8-12T
time is 9 MWF. 1-5 T
timeis2MTWF.3W
time is 9-11TR
time is 11-1 TR
time is 10-12 TR
time is 1-3 MW

credit hours are 3
credit hours are 3
credit hours are 3

Educ 433
Educ 433
Educ440

Section 1631
Section 1632
Section 1640

Section 3610
Section 3611
Section 3612
Section 3621

lime is8 MW. 8 F. 9-12T
timeis8MW.8F.2-5T
t ime is 8 M W. 8 F. 6-9pm T
time is 10 MTRF

Section 3(73

Pols 490

credit hours are 4

Section 3727

Section 3762
Section 3763

I'syc 323
Psyc 440
I'sve 580
Psyc 631
Psyc 664

credit hours are 4
limeisllTWR
time islTR
time it 8-11F
lime is 12-2 F. 3-5 W

Section J7W

Accl 331

Instructor is Kane

Section 3738
Section 3758
Sections 1640. 1641 and 1643 must be taken together

Phys 212
Phys 212
Phvs 212
Phvs410

ACCORDING TO Dr.
Ralph Townsend. assistant
dean of the college. Dean
Ericksen needs the following
information to give the
proposal consideration:
-Greater detail in content'
and itinerary of the
program;
--Wider faculty opinion:
-The need for specific
course credits;
-A search for funding
from other sources beside
the University.

Sections 1642 and 1648 must be taken together
Section 1648: Students must have one-half day available
once per week; time is arrange

Section 2021
Section 2027

Geol210
Geol418

time is 6-10 pm M
time is II MTR, 10-12 W

Sections 2162-2171

r'PF.l'urling

are open to both men and

Sections 2228 - 2248

I'PE Skating

are open to both men and
women

Section 3351
Section 3352

Mutl 219
Mutl 220

timeislTWK
timeislTWF

women

Miiiiiiniiiiiii
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Pi Kappa Alpha
— Congratulates —
VAUGHN R0CKH0LD

original

program.

DOWNEY'S original plan
also called for academic
credit, based on 15 hours a
week in seminars, lectures
and research
l)e said the cost of the
project would include only
expenses for an instructor to
accompany the students
Downey proposed himself

as instructor He didn't say
how much money he would
ask for as payment, but said
it would be "probably less
than educating a student on
campus for two years."
Dr Townsend said the
proposed program is too
vague to be carried out.
"THERE'S NO specific
way to determine specific
course credits,'" Dr.
Townsend said, "and funding
could be a major problem."
Ke said before it could be
implemented the proposal
would have to go through a
number of councils,
departments that
would
have to approve academic
credit for the course, and
Academic Council would
have to approve the
program
"We're not clear yet what
department the course
would be under." Dr.
Townsend said.

'A

Section 3818. course number is I'495

Sections 1708 -1711. Instructor is Pohlman

iiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiNiiimiiiHiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

The

devised by Ed Downey, a
former social worker, would
include about 12 students
who would live in specific
areas for no less than one
week to no more than three
months.
According to Downey, the
students' visits to different
areas would center around
job experiences in a typical
trade of tne area The
students
would
make
arrangements
for
employment, transportation,
housing and budgeting by
themselves

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiimiiii

Section 3819, course number is822

Section 3929
Section 3031
Seel ion 3962

Soc IOI

canceled

Soc loi
SOC 419

canceled
canceled

Section 4142

Spch435

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIII
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time is 9-11W. 9 F
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FALCON PIZZA AND
SUB SHOPPE

Outstanding Biothft 2 year* in a row

LINDSEY SMITH

SAVE!!

Outstanding Senior

ERICKESSLER

Thursday & Friday Special

Outstanding Atrxlete

BOB MCMILLAN

8 "Hot Sub only $1.05

CAVE
~™

12 "Hot Sub only $1.50

SAVE
j5*

Outstanding Pledge

MASS MEETING
OFFER G000 AT THE FAICON AND FOR PICK UP

INFORMATION
ON EUROPEAN TRAVEL

MON-MAY 22-7-9 P.M.
WAYNE ROOM, UNION
LATEST YOUTH FARE, CHARTER,
INTRA-EUROPEAN DATA

ALL INVITED
presented by

U.A.O. STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

New York-Paris $200.00*
(round trip)

(via lj

Air France)

Youth 12 thru 25 years
Planning Europe this summer?
•Buy your ticket NOW before tht expected increase
•Purchasing your ticket WOW 6UARAWTEES you no ad

introduces the malt-enriched
hair groomers.plusfree gift!
Three unique grooming essentials enriched with malt concentrates
and protein to provide every man with fuller, healthier looking
hair. All designed to give the hair body, lustre, texture! Malt Enriched Shampoo, 6 oz. $4; Hair Thickener. 3 oz. $3.50; Hair Control
6 oz. $4. Aramis makes the most of your head!

ditionil an expense REGARDLESS ol departure date
•Select youi date now or later
•Only scheduled AIR FRANCE flights
• Remember you must buy NOWlo avoid the increase

call today for details

Holiday Travel Center
140 North Main
352-6567
* Basic Season rate
(Peak Season - $220.00)

FREE GIFT
The Aramis Executive Travel Pouch in suede cloth
is yours with a $5 purchase! Discover all the Maltenriched grooming aids at once!

LASALLE*S

.

Cluster College theater alive;
to stage xBoys in the Band'
By Pally Bailey
Entertainment Editor
The Cluster College is still
alive and well through its
theater department,
according to James A.
Panowski. instructor in
speech.
Ke said although Cluster
College per se was only in
existence during winter
quarter, former members of
the college will be producing
a play on June 1 and 2.

The play is Matt Crowleys
'The Boys in the Band."
The idea to do the play
"evolved logically from the
Cluster College experience,"
according to Panowski, who
will be directing it.
HE SAID a group of
students suggested they do
the play after it was
"touched on peripherally in
class" during a study of law
and love.
Panowski said the olav is a

Graduate
one-acts
Anyone who likes
Neopolitan icecream, "grab
bags" and the theatre should
like the production
scheduled for tomorrow and
Saturday in Joe. E. Brown
Theatre.
Six contemporary one-act
plays will be presented in
two segments-three plays
Friday night and three plays
Saturday night, beginning at

I p.m.
"It won't hurt a bill" loci Phillips prepares to lake a blood
•ample from Mike Pavlecki in the one-acl play "Next." The
plot contort around a physical examination for induction into
the army.

Next'

The plays are directed by
graduate students in theater
and are produced for the
public free of charge
THE THREE PLAYS
Friday evening are "It's

Agora

Rock -|- Comedy
The Agora on Dorr Street
in Toledo will be featuring
an evening of hard rock
mixed with comedy on
Tuesday, May 23
Cheech and (hong. Tiny
Alice and John Hassettc will
be featured in a show
beginning at 8:30 p in The
three acts mix comedy with
musical routines, but not
. comedy in the strict sense ol
the word
"Tragedy and comedy
have become intertwined
since laughing with tears in
. the eye and terror in the
heart have become the thing
of the moment, states the
biography of Cheech and
Chong
* THEY FEEL that in the
5 light of the current world
;£ situation people must learn
•:■!<> laugh in the face ol
:<•; disaster
:V; Tommy Chong was born in
£;■ Edmonton. Alberta Vftei
■v playing the guitar and
writing music for a rock
5;' group he got into comedy

He formed an inprovisational group called the
City Works, in Vancouver
Richard Cheech lound his
way into the act by chance
lie was born in Watts and
found that being raised in
Los Angeles afforded him a
multitude of experiences to
recapture on stage, in the
form of standup comedy.
One day he met Chong and
the two of them got together
to form a review company.
When the company split up
the two put together a
comedy act and went before

an audience of s.ooo in
Vancouver Then they
moved to the coast.
In I. A they found little
acceptance for two
"Heads" doing a standup
comedy act. The act geba'n
to change from straight
situation comedy to a
satirization of the current
dope scene The audiences
loved It.
Cheech and Chong lounri

I things to do...

1

P The glorious days of
jlamsels in distress.
I knighthood and Camelot will
J.be recreated on WBGU-TV.
.■^Channel 70. tonight at 10
when an exhibition ol
9 medieval combat will be
J featured on "L.I V E '
Viewers will see the
J-techniques of short sword
Kand buckler, broad sword
.in.I shield, the two-handed
^;'great sword and the mace
";, and shield demonstrated by
.^-.members of The Society For
.^Creative Anachronism
I In addition to the combat
!£ exhibition, there will be a
<;'.display of medieval
j&coslumes and crafts Guests
gjwill be John Leland.
i' Seneschal of the Bowling
K-Green chapter, and Andrew
>J> Holly, newly-crowned King
5 of the Middle Kingdom

•
SOME OF THE best
experimental non-professional I mm films from the
S.Ann Arbor Film Festival
vwill be shown in 210 Math
cience Bldg. May 19-21
Selected as the best from
'hundreds of entries in the
I;-festival last March, the four
S.dozen films will be shown in
£a series of seven two-hour
■programs spanning the three
days.

Showings are scheduled at
7and9:30pm and midnight
both Friday and Saturday
and at 7 and 9.30 p.m.
Sunday
Admission is 75 cents at
the door for each showing,
with the exception of the
midnight Saturday program,
which is Iree.
Advance tickets for the
entire program-all seven
showings-are $4 and will be
on sale from 10 am to 4
p.m. today in the Union

ticket office
THE FALCON Concert
Bands I and II will perform
in concert at 8 p.m
tomorrow in the Grand
Ballroom. Union, under the
direction of Jon R. Piersol.
instructor in music
The concert is free and
open to the public
RADIO
STATION
WBGU-FM will broadcast
the American premiere of an
award-winning radio drama
"Five Minutes More" on
"Soundstage." Sunday. May
21 at9 30pm
The play, written by
Francoise Loranger. is one
in the series of radio dramas
produced by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation.

they could use their ethnic
backgrounds. Chicano and
Chinese, to full advantage
Most of the audiences had no
real knowledge of these
ethnic groups, so the
combination of ethnic and
dope-oriented comedy
situations proved to be then
area of recognition
TINY ALICE is not one
person, but seven, and none
ol them are named Alice

Called the Sugar Plum" by
Israel I'orowitz "Out at
Sea," an eastern European
play by Mroszek and "The
Contestants." a Spanish play
by Ballesteros.
Saturday evening "A Day
for Surprises." by John
Guare. who recently won a
Tony award lor "Two
Gentlemen of Verona." will
be presented.
"Next.'' written by
Terrence McNally and
Elaine May. will also be
presented on Saturday A
"theater game" in the form
of improvisational theater
will be dune in "Comings
and Goings." by Terry.

The members of the group
possess a sense of humor
which shows through in their
minds. Almost all of their
material is original.
The Cleveland based
band was formed several
years ago by George
Woideck. but the present
line-up jelled in the fall of
1970 The group records on
the Kama Sutra label

JOHN BASSETTE was
born in I'ampton. Va. and
says that his first success as
a singer came at the age of
eight, "when I sang Lucky
Old Sun' for my great uncle
Lem. He dug it. He was my
first and only true fan ''
There is a $2.00 admission
charge to the Agora for
those 18 years and over. The
doors open at 7:30 and the
show is scheduled for 8 30.

good "extension" of the
Cluster College experience.
Ke explained that the
purpose of the college was
"to teach the humanities by
having the student
experience the humanities."
IV said 10 weeks was a
short time to allow the
students to go into depth in
one area, but presenting a
full-scale production
provides this opportunity in
the area of theater.
The play is about
homosexuality, but it
"transcends
voyeurism,"
according to Panowski He
said the play is not just a
play about a homosexual,
but takes the homosexual
way of life totally for
granted and uses it as a valid
basis for a human
experience

All of the backstage work,
from costumes to publicity,
will be done by Cluster
College students The allmale cast is also composed
of Cluster students, except
for three roles portrayed by
students experienced in
theater
Two of the three theater
students are experienced
actors Panowski said this is
one of the reasons the
"outsiders" were brought in
"It gives the Cluster
students a chance to work
with actors experienced
onstage, which is another
learning experience for
them." he said

The play will be
performed in the Grand
Ballroom. Union on a stage
that thrusts out into the
audience.
THERE ARE two reasons
for using a thrust stage,
according to Panowski. It
simplifies the staging from a
technical standpoint and
provides that do one in the
audience be farther than six
rows from the actors.
""This is the type of play
thai works best with
intense
audience
involvement." the director
said. He added that working
closely with the audience is
excellent training for the
actor.

ARTS*
ENTECTAINHEN1

PANOWSKI COMPARED
the play to "Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolfe''" saying
the two have much in
common because both
expose the characters so
totally on stage, and there
are "no punches pulled "

Procol Harum Live
By Larry Epke
A number of rock bands
have attempted to use
orchestras in concert and
then tried to merge the
orchestra's sound with the
band's own
No small
number of them have been
less than smashing
successes.
Often this is because the
rock writers refuse to give
the orchestra anything but
stock arrangements, or they
allo"" the orchestra to
overpower the band, or
drown il in excessive
flowenness
PROCOL HARUM is to be
congratulated that it did not
allow any of these things to
occur In the concert which is
Recorded on this album
Classic Procol numbers
such as "A Salty Dog" are
performed with the
exactness of the original
version, and indeed this live

attempt sounds almost
identical to the studio
version
Gary Brooker. who writes
the music, and lyricist Keith
Reid have always shown the
ability to paint pictures with
their musical efforts, so the
ease with which these songs
are played by the orchestra
is not surprising.

Review
Brooker knows how to use
the orchestra effectively, by
not restricting himself to the
picture of lush string sounds
He uses the brass
instruments for power, and
colors emotional scenes with
woodwinds and strings
A quadrophonic sound
system was used at the
concert for special effects.
such as the seagulls which
open and close "A Salty
Dog"

ONE FAULT which might
be noted is the fact that the
24 members of the Da
Camera Singers are not
effectively put to use
The members of Procol
Harum themsleves are not
especially talented
Guilarist Dave Ball sticks to
standard and unimaginative
structures, and organist
Chris Copping is merely
adequate when audible
Drummer B.J Wilson also
seems to be unable to inject
any originality into his
playing.
But these drawbacks are
not by any means enough to
sink this album The real
stars here are the songs, the
entities which Brooker and
Reid build with both the
instrumental and lyrical
values in mind
This album is available at
the University Bookstore.

Pops' concert
set for Sunday
A "Pops" concert will be
presented by the University
Symphony Orchestra and A
Cappella Choir on Sunday.
May 21 at 1:30 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom.. Union.
Selected student soloists
will sing melodies such as
"If Ever I Would Leave
You." "1 Talk to the Trees."
and
"I've
Grown
Accustomed To IVl" Face,
all from Broadway musicals
by l.erner and l.ocwe
Emil Raab. director ol

orchestral activities, and
Richard Mathey, assistant
director of choral activities,
will conduct the orchestra
and chorus in excerpts from
the musicals "Camelot."
"Paint Your Wagon."
"Gigi." "Brigadoon." and
"My Fair Lady."
The concert is a benefit
for the Orchestra Tour
Fund Donations at the door
are $1.00 for adults and 50
cents for high school
students and under

places to go
A "Folk Revelation" will
be held in the courtyard of
Founder's Quandrangle on
Saturday. May 20. from 7
p.m to 1 a m
The concert will feature
about 10 local folk-singing
acts, according to Dan
Kimpel. sophomore cA&Si.
"Folk Revelation" is
sponsored by the Founders
Cultural Committee with the
staff of the Crypt
coffeehouse acting as
advisors
It will be free and open to
the public
A MUSICAL version of the
Schultz cartoon "Peanuts"
will be presented today
through Saturday at 8 p.m. in
Egner Theatre. Findlay
College.
The student production of
"You're a Good Man.
Charlie Brown," will include
familiar scenes from the

comic strip adapted for the
stage with music, dance and
dialogue.
Reservations may be
made by calling 422-8313.
extension 200.
Tickets may also be
purchased at the door They
are $1.50 for adults and 75
cents for students

•
WMMS-FM Cleveland is
sponsoring an outdoor
concert on Saturday at
Edgewater Park, Lakeshore
Blvd. West in Cleveland
Donations from the
concert will benefit, among
others, the Free Clinic in
University Circle, a fullservice organization dealing
with drug problems.
National groups to
perform include John
Prime. Steve Goodman.
Pure Prairie League. Glass
Harp and Eli Radish.
Persons attending are
asked to donate $1.

Ready?

Students are spending time in rehearsal for a lawn concert by the University
Symphonic Band scheduled for May 31 in the forum of the Student Services Bldg

and people to see...
Mime artist David Alberts
and two members of the
Toronto Mime Ensemble
will perform tomorrow in
315 University Hall at 10
p.m.
The trio will also
supervise a Saturday
morning workshop beginning
at 10 a.m. in the same room.
Alberts, director of the
Toronto Mime Ensemble,
has performed throughout
the United States and
Canada. He is the author of
"Pantomime: Elements and

Exercises.
now in its
second printing.
The ensemble is planning a
fall tour of Europe. Canada
and the United States
Both the performance and
workshop, sponsored by
Cultural Boost, are free and
open to the public.
A
PROGRAM
of
contemporary music for the
clarinet will be presented by
Dr. Burton Beerman.
assistant professor of music.

at 8:15 p m. Thursday. May
25 in the Recital Hall. School
of Music Bldg.
Dr. Beerman is director of
the campus Electronic
Music Studio and assistant
director of the New Music
Ensemble.
Guest performer and
composer. David Maves.
will appear in the program
as percussionist playing his
own
composition,
"Oktoechos for clarinet,
horn, and percussion."

Maves is currently teaching
composition at Oakland
College of Michigan.
Composer
William
Hamilton, who is completing
his doctoral degree at the
University of Michigan, will
be a guest at the concert for
a performance of his work,
' 'Cartoons lor solo clarinet'
Assisting Dr. Beerman in
the concert will be Gary
Bales, bom. and Jerry
Straus, piano
The program is free and
open to the public.

.i
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Students study disease

Sickle cell tests offered
By Ail Hofbeeer
Editorial Editor
Throughout the rest of this
week. MiTiin Rosen and Jim
Sullivan, both juniors In the
College of Arts and Sciences,
will be testing any interested
blacks for the presence of
sickle cell anemia.
Rosen and Sullivan,
genetics students, are
conducting the tests under
the supervision of Dr. Irwin
Oster, professor of biology
ACCORDING TO Sullivan,
the five to 10-minute test
involves mixing a drop of
blood with oxygen-reducing
•gents
If the material Aecomes
cloudy, it is an indication of
positive results, he said.

F/e/d fr/p

Studenti from the Sherman Elementary School in Toledo look a field trip horo
with Patty Stephens, freshman (Ed.), and Debbie Bin, junior (Ed.). The
education majors are working with the children as teachers' assistants in a
methods experience project.

Positive results could
mean that the person being
tested is a carrier or
actually has the disease

City considering 'home ruie'
Bowling Green's city
government could have
numerous changes in both
the executive and legislative
branches, providing the
preliminary draft proposal
for a home rule charter is
approved
The mayor would be a fulllime administrator
I'e
would choose a managerial
assistant for an indefinite
term to perform duties
similar to those of a city
manager
The assistant's appointment would need the
approval of city council
R.A.
YOUNKIN.
chairman of the charter
commission, said a home
rule charier will be "more
flexible and accommodating
to the specific needs of
Bowling Green.''
Legislative changes
include election of a city
council president from
among the councilmen The
present system requires
electing a non-council
member as president
Councilmen would still be
elected by ward and at large,
but they would serve
staggered four-year terms
Younkin said under the
charter the council would
have more delegated
powers.
A finance department,
headed by a director
performing the duties of an
auditor and treasurer, would
handle financial functions.

MIDDLE CLASS
YOUTH
PRESENTS

The Best of
the First
Annual
NY. Erotic
Film Festival

Wed. Thru Sat.
201 HAYES
7 AND 9
$1.50
Wed And Thurs. Nites
BGSU Student Nites
$1.00 For All Students

The director would be
appointed by the mayor and
approved by council
THE CITY attorney, now
called the city solicitor,
would be appointed rather
than elected He would serve
an indefinite term
City employees would
remain under the present
civil service provisions of
the state with only one
exception-in
promotional
examinations.
the
appointing officer could
select from the top three
scorers the person believed
to be the best qualified for
the position.
Full civil service
protection for all city
employees is retained under
the preliminary draft
Dr. Edwin Bomeli,
professor of quantitative
analysis and control, and Dr
Charles Barrell. professor of
political science, recently
resigned as commission
members
The resignations were the

result of a decision by the
Ohio Attorney General that a
"member of a city council
may not serve as a member
of a municipal charter
commission '"
Dr. Barrell said there are
definite advantages to the
proposed charter.
"THE

PEOPLE

of

Bowling Green could then
have the structural
organization they want,
instead of a hand-me-down
from the state court."' he
said
"No longer would we have
government by remote
control." he added
Dr Barrell said the
preliminary draft is not the

final word on a home rule
charter A public hearing
may lead to some changes
A special election for
Bowling Green residents to
approve the charter will
probably be held in October
On May 25. the charter
will be presented for a public
hearing at St
Mark's
Lutheran Church

However. Sullivan said it
is more likely that positive
results would indicate
carriers
The test is free and the
results are confidential,
although persons tested will
be supplied with information
about the test and the
disease
Testing will be conducted
in 449 Life Science Bldg
today from noon until 2:30
p.m.; Friday from 10 a.m
until noon and 2 until 4 p.m..
and Saturday from noon
uniiU p m

SULLIVAN SAID a sheet
is posted on the door of the
room where interested
persons can leave their
names and phone numbers
IV said he or Rosen would
then get in touch with them
Sickle cell anemia is a
disease affecting the
hemoglobin
loxygencarrying protein i in the red
blood cells
The disease is hereditary
and is prevalent among
blacks.
In sickle cell anemia, the
red blood cells change from
round to crescent or sickle
shape, reducing the ability of
the blood to transport
oxygen.

The gene carrying the
disease is recessive, so an
individual would have to
have
two
genes
I homozygous I to have the
illness
Those individuals with
only one gene are
heterozygous and are called
carriers.
Although the symptoms of
sickle cell anemia do not
show up in heterozygous
individuals, the disease can
be transmitted to their
children
FOR EXAMPLE, if two
individuals with one gene
each for the disease marry,
there will be a 25 per cent
chance that their child will
have the illness
Individuals who are
heterozygous are cautioned
not to become intoxicated,
engage in strenuous exercise
or underwater swimming or
live in high altitude areas
Persons who have the
disease suffer from a severe
form of anemia, and are
susceptible to all sorts of
secondary diseases,
according to Dr Oster
Sickle cell anemia causes
clogs in narrow capillaries,
blood clots, swelling, pain in

parts of the body l especially
the joints r and eventually
affects the spleen
Although the disease has
always been considered fatal
in the homozygous condition,
there have been cases where
symptoms of the disease
have been temporarily
reversed
IN SOME CASES urea was
administered in transfusions
of glucose solutions and the
symptoms of the disease
disappeared
However, in excessive
doses urea is toxic and can
cause death There is also no
concrete proof that this
reversal is permanent
Dr. Oster said there is
some evidence that high
incidences of sickled cells
occur in areas where
malaria is prevalent
The sickled cell does not
permit the malaria to
penetrate it, although
normal cells do allow
penetration
In areas of high malaria
incidence, the sickled cell is
an advantage However,
since malaria is practically
non-existent in the United
States, the sickled cell is not
necessarily a protection
against the disease.

Lost in your Course?
Have you been bitten by the "BUG"?
LET US HELP

10% off on ALL study aids
Schaum's
Barron's

Barns & Noble
Cowles

I 10/The M Maws, Thuradoy, May II, \171

Job search continues

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
<"Pi

It may be close to the end
of the quarter, but the Office
of' Career Planning and
Placement is not winding
down its efforts to find
permanent jobs for June
graduates
tn addition to its regular
ye.'ar-long
placement
programs, the office may
once again send its staff out
on;the road to find new job
possibilities
ACCORDING to Kurt
Zimmerman,
assistani
diriector of the office, the
oh the road" approach was
first used last summer
During an eighl week
period, the office sent oul
twp stalf members a week to
personally
contact
employers for possible job
openings
(or
recent
graduates
Zimmerman said the
project yielded a
good
number of posit ions
I'owever.
he
said
tinancing and budgetary
problems may limit or even
cancel the project this
summer
The office just finished its
letter campaign to alumni
and parents, asking them (o
inform placement personnel
if they knew of any job
openings

ACCOUNTINGMAJORS
■ScnrCPA^SlwCouS?
Circsaaali
S1165I44I,
216(110169
SU74i5l)i;

Cle..l.»d
Oftylo*

They were also asked to
send in help wanted
ads from their local
newspapers
PLACEMENT director
James Galloway said earlier
this quarter that about 10.000
ads were turned in during
the first wave of response.
I.'owever.
Zimmerman
said he doesn't know how
many ads the office has
received to date. "We're
still
getting
some
responses." he said
The job market in all
areas-business, education,
governmental agencies and
public service is just as
light (his year as it was in
1971. he said
There are signs of a

demand on our part to know
who's still available so we
can
provide
direct
assistance this summer on a
referral bases." he said.
Office personnel are
already going through the
placement files in an
attempt to re-classify any
registrants
who
have
already obtained jobs.
The staff is also working
on the employer interview
schedule for the 1972-73
academic year. Zimmerman
said as of Monday 154
employers had signed up for
interviews next year.
However, he said it's still
too early to determine
whether
next
year's
schedule will be better than
the one for this year.

Sodot tells U.S. to cut
diplomatic mission staff

I
S
9
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
22
23
24
27

32
33

34
35
36
37
38
39
41
42

ACROSS
HunkTarget.
Melt.
Merit.
Hipbone*: Anat.
Village officer, in
Canada.
Chinese leader.
Auriculate.
Ola...
Roman magistrate'* attendants.
Killibrew's
weapon.
Distinction.
Pale.
Photographers'
Sdart era.
eath.
Bejevreled.
Fee- ,
-fam.
ogre's ezrlamation.
Pronoun.
Fall behind.
Lettera.
Calendar abbr.
Army monogram.
Mountain
nymphs.
Write..
AnDlirabilllY.

'.I Gen I

44
45
46
47
50
54

FUIUI

Things for sale.
Part of Bermuda.
Dance: Fr.
Quality.
Men o( learning.
"It's —!": 2
words.

55 Slrert vendor*!
vehicle.
57 Show.
58 Island in the
Caroline!.
59 It if- bird: Var.
60 Near: Fr.
61 (.ounlinn-o.il
word.
62 Sesame

DOWN

1
2
3
4

Religious group.
Island of Hawaii.
Campns event.
Shock absorber.

5 I.Q. man.
6 Norse god, stepson of Thor.
7
Jnana.
8 Describing certain softs.
9 Spanish playhouse.
10 Rrave man.
11 Slate to he true.
12 Unites.

15 Musical platters.
17 Enthusiasm.
21 Printshop
devices.
23 Passenger on the
ark.
24 Romantic affair.

25 Drench.
26 Of a period of
time.
27 Crow worse.
28 Bid.
29 River into the
Seine.
30 Natives of
Geneva.
32 Storage place of
a sort.
35 Endearing.
40 Function.
41 Ornate homes.
43 Ancient country
on Ionian Sea.
44 Comber.

16 Mulish.
4? Coldfish.
48 Antiquing device.
49 Wide-awake.
50 Twirled.

51 Title.
52 Deodar.
53 Jewelry item.
56 Before: Prefix.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
CAIRO i AIM
President
Anwar Sadat has told the
United Slates to cut the staff
of its diplomalic mission
here in half within a month.
American diplomats said
yesterday
In Washington, a state
Department
spokesman
said: "We. of course, cannot
anticipate what Kgyptian
intentions are We were not
informed of any reasons why
this decision was taken. We

JESUS; A WAY OF
LIFE
MAY 19, 20. 21

"small crack in some job
opportunities," but he said
they're "very selective and
very spotty."
He also noted that
teaching contracts seem to
be coming out later this
year
"They used to be out in
April and May. but we've
had many employers say it
will be June, July or August
before they are awarded this
vear." Zimmerman said
BECAUSE THE office will
be open for business as usual
this summer. Zimmerman
said it's important that
graduating seniors inform the
staff of any changes in their
job situations as soon as
possible
"There's
a
terrific

PROUT CHAPEL 7.30 PM

with the United States
because of deceit, delusion
and lies '
The action would reduce
the American mission to
four diplomats and six
administrators, the size of
the staff in 1967 after Egypt
broke relations with the
United Slates

will, of course, comply."
They confirmed a report
that first appeared in the
semi-official newspaper Al
Ahram. The paper also said
Kftypt had instructed its
diplomatic
mission
in
Washington to cut its staff
equally
AL AHRAM said the
decision was taken to protest
U.S.
policy
of
"consolidating the continued
Israeli aggression through
the occupation of Arab
territories
It came four days alter a
speech in which Sadat
reiterated
an
earlier
statement that he had
"ruptured all my relations

THE MOVE follows four
meetings within a few days
between U S mission chief
Joseph N (Jreene Jr and
Koreign Ministry officials.
(ireene's
Egyptian
counterpart also met with
Joseph
Sis co,
U.S.
undersecretary of state for
Middle East affairs, in
Washington.

■mi

CLaSSIFIED iwi
winning the Hike Race You
ARF. Number I Your Little

( AMI'I SCAI KNDAH

2 or 3 F needed lor (all
$37 50 mo Call 352-9235

MNSTS

Thursday. May IB 1*72
Keren! trends in Latin American literature will be
discussed in the Alumni Room of Ihe I'mon at 2 30 oni Dr
r ernando Alegria will speak and Pi Rene Rui* will be Ihe
chairman

Need F grad or senior rmle
to share apl next yr I block
Irom Cniv Must be quiet
person 372 4865

Bob I'm glad I switched'
Its been the best year yel I
love you Hetty Hoop

FOR SALE OR RENT

I M rmle Summer
Iree 352 0945

There will be | Christian Sc tenee Testimonial meeting in
I'roul Chapel alt. 30 pm

STEREO Garrard turn Sonv
amp Utah speakers 372 1903

Advertising Correction

Campus Crusade lor Christ will meet lonighl at 7 00 pm in
IheKarulty Uuingeof thel'mon

2 24 girls bikes I good fib I
fair $S 352 91%

THURSTIN MANOR

Big N Record Special

Middle Class Youth presents The Best of the N Y Erotic
Film Festival
Tonight through Saturday al 7 4 9 pm. in
201 Hayes Hall Adm fl 50. special tomghl . $1 forsludenls

VW 1970 lor sale firsthand
Perfect condition $1770 Call
357 7367.7 pm

APARTMENTS

GOOD THROUGH

Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will ineel lonighl at 7 30
pmin2U0MoselevHall
There will be .i preparatory lecture on Trjnscendental
Meditation al K pm in 112 Life Science All Ihose wishing lo
begin Ihe leehmque should attend at this lime Also, there
will be an advanced lecture for meditators onlv at 6 pm in
ihe Wayne Koom of the Union

MAY 21

SUMMER RATES
$110 Per Month

The Departments of Herman and Russian present Dr
Klaus M Schmidt, speaking on Realism Modern and
Medieval From Lukacs lo l.ichtenstem. in the Tall Room
ol Ihe I iiion at 8 pm

To the Men of
Theta Chi

International Folk Dame will inert tonight at 8 30pm in 100
Women's Gym
Ga) I.in and Sexual l.iberalwnists will meet tonight al 7 pm
.it CCF comer of HidgeA Thurstin

1

THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE
ALL AREA STUDENTS
I.D.'s REQUIRED

$100

What an honor!

SUNDAY - OPENING TII.IIPJVI. - ADULTS $1.00

Congratulations

•NOW SHOWINGIVI

lib 9 30

Sil Sun

The Brothers

INCL

4

«_

•

WANTED

NOW SHOWING
Wanted
over 23
372 3458

MO opens al 7:30
Cartoons at 9:15
of 930

2 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS!
BEST ACTOR - GEORGt C. SCOTT

IEST SCRi f NPLAY- PAOOY CHAVEFSKY

GEORGE C.SC0TT
United Artists

"I may be
ciaty. but I
think I
opetatid on
(hi wiong
pitunt"

Ot 11:30

THE FRENCH CONNECTION
ftft*M)0«> «»$0«a« TCMtiOfcAKC IMKnniAjHi . ». MiKMIIIM
•»**•*DANTM —.--.—. Mt**'« un ,-.-—>.CfMV*OV>»t ........ (UHlSt tpTUA*
—.——....ot*ims caoBBTOUuu*
_•
—
<

•NOW SHOWING7 20 9 30

Sal Sun

Need a job'' Opportunity is
with our company We need
ambitious people lor sales 4
sales management Ifi 352
6313 between 4 & 7 pm lor
appoint men I

BIST ACTOR'

"PURE DYNAMITE!"

EVE

2 girls need ride to
Knoxville Tenn. Memorial
wkend Call 2 4989

HELP WANTED

on 2nd Place

2 3 4b 5 30 1 lb 9 30

WINNER OF 5 ACADEMY AWARDS
MSIPICIURI'

Bike Team

Ifft^L

NURIHW1ST OHIO S NfWfSI AND MOST COMI0RIA
CONCtPl 01 LUXURY fNHRTAINMINT'

RIDES
Riders mtcd lo I'hila
Leaving Tut*-.
\t.i\
-i
Kelurning Mon May 29 Call
Sandy 352 0979

"What's the Matter With Helen?"
THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE - tl.M - I.D.'S REQUIRED!
SUNDAY - OPENING TIL 3 P.M. - ADULTS Sl.f

Eve ol 7.20 9 20
Sat.. Sun. Mai. al 2.3:40.5:20

HBOHHH

JAMES C0BURN M
JENNIFER OHEIU)v
THE CAREY TREATMENT
tea
o
PANAVISION'-METROCOLOR

Wanted-A male and a female
3 or 5 speed bike Tom-2-2848
or 353-4751
Warned Used 5 or 10 speed
bike Call Stein 354-5782
Wanted Trailer (or carrying
molorcvcle Call Brad-3533362

PERSONALS
SIGMA CPI DERBY DAY.
Sat May 20th
1 00 pm
Sterling Farms All campus
invited
Congrats to Jamie and Raine
on your pre engagement
Love Grit
Pave a really hokey time at
the l" AO Conor Trip. 5-20
Congrats Dinese on Mortar
Board Mom Lynn & Candi

2 3 40 b 20 1 20 9 30

PETER CAREY, M.DL:
busts hypocrisy in a
big Boston hospital.

10 speed bicycle
Irame Call Steve

An incredible adventure...
that journeyi beyond
Imagination!

"silent
runningA UNIVERSAL RELEASE
TECHNICOLOR* n O

Lope-Happy
21st
and
welcome back ll was lonelv
SIGMA CPI DERBY DAY,
Sat May 20th
I 00 pm
Sterling Farms All campus
invited

your
l.owrv

engagement' -217

1968 Triumph TH 250 (.nod
condition 11381
106 cc
motorcycle, very
goodcond $200 352 5668
For sale 197120 vol set
Modern Kef Kncyclopedia
Free bookcase. 10 classics
$274 00 354-0675
ATTENTION GIRLS
1971
orange Vespa mo lor scooter
2-2473. 354 6180
Magnavox Modular stereo
and
Fender
Bandmaster
Amp F.xrel 2 1394

Stereo Speakers Utah H 3v\av ,o axle
good bass •
$110 353-9675

Gymkhana Sund.iv May 21.
Ice Arena parking lot Keg
11 30 . rain or shine inloi I
4453

Garrard
SL-55
record
changer.
Empire 888E
cartridge-ISO 353 9675

McCracken Pappy surprise
Vice Pitt, ol DDK' Lets
celebrate-Rossi

65
MO
Midget-Great
running
condition,
best
offer Lynn 127 Williams. 1-3

Connie 4 Pete
belated
congrats Irom dan & randv
good luck pete
Sigma Nu Plrdgu. it all
comes together tonight it
ain't over yet' The Actives

CUSTOM ENGAGEMENT
K1NOS by Philip Morton
your diamond or ours Or
other stones 515 Conneaut
353-9932
Be a Freshman Big Sis'
Place a sell-addressed
stamped envelope in Ihe
drum at your dorm desk
Open to all campus women
Alpha Gams-2 more days ti!l
you get to rave-Ryan sez 2
more days" Why not start
now*1
Arnie and Pat-Congrats on
vour
engagement
Much
luck Jed
Alpha
Gam
Pledges-Get
fired up
lor your first
Flamer'
IMPORTS
IrW-SptCMlMl
in Foreign and Domestic
Repair No Rip-olfs Pick-up
and Delivery-No Extra Cost
13284 Bishop Rd Bowling
Green. Ohio Phone 352-5518

Want a slart in radio'' WFAL
now accepting applications
for summer and (all
positions 372 241B
Free kittens
after 4 pm

call 3541004

ADDITIONAL SEMINAR
offered
by Experimental
Studies lor fall quarter
"Southeast
Asia and
America's Future' Details
541 Education Bldg

Congratulations Sigma Nu
on winning the Greek bike
race I was rooting for you I
bet you rr proud ol thr new
trophy to add
to your
collection Junior

Congrats to Lynn 4 Rich on

Congrats to Sigma Nu on

June

Wayne Apartments

CHM typewriter 70 model
Best oiler 352-7915

from

Men rooms-quiet, for studv
Si rest Ph 353-8241 alter 7

Spacious duplex lor 4 Furn
util pd 354 8005

64 MO B Kxcell cond $600
734 Kim St

Thanks. Love Gayle

Furn
apl
I block
campus June 352 0661

NOW
under
new
management
lor
the
Htentwood located at 724
Sixth St and the Silverwood
located at B3I Seventh St
Year round pool privileges
available
for
all
our
residents No* leasing for
June and September For
complete
leasing
information call 352-3595.
day or evening 9 and 12
month leases available

Maurer 4 Green Apts now
leasing 3 4 4 man apts 3
man $195 4 man $220 2
bdrm furn. air cond wall
to-wall carpet
Fall Wlr
leases 352 0717 352 7660
Rooms for men summer
(all 3 blks Irom University
kitchen
recreation
rm
private entrance, call 3531705
Kidge Manor Apts Bowling
Green's most convenient
apis 2 bdrm summer leases
only $140 per mo including
all utilities 3524717 362-7660

Summer 3 man apt $40 mo
Call Tom 352-7715

CAMPUS
MANORspecial
summer rales $150 per mo
behind Burger Chef for Ihe
finesl in campus living
Furnished complete. FULL
security system PARKING
SHOPS. CLASSROOMS all
at vour front door Ph 352
9302 352-7365 352 4045

Sum I bdrm furn Blr*cood
Couple prel 354-4822. 353

Apt
to sublet
$45 mo 352 7333

4Ds Club Indoor Pool 4 Hec
Bldg lor rent Call 352-9378
352-7324

summer

UN
For Summer I bdrm lurn
apt $100 mo 354 0732
$100 whole summer
aircond . pool. I - females Call
352-7065 after S

Large 2 bdrm
apt
4
students 311 E Mem $70
per student 352-7365
For Rent Summer Quarter.
2 man apartment 352-0139

Special Summer Rate I 4 2
bdrm apts Falcon Square
Apts Mgr Frank Pagedorn
352-0760

Student
Apartments
Responsible
Management
353-9863 3521972

Two man apartment
summer
Furnished,
conditioning cable T\
pool-Must sacrifice 352

Spacious air-cond . new 4
man apt Very near campus
Summer $180 lurn Ph 353
1065

(or
air
and
7831

pm
Summer
Apartments*
Summer Reduced Kates
353-9863-352-1972

4 bedroom apt-3 blocks from
campus Summer-Call 3525727 or 372-3808

Oibson SO junior &• case
$125 352 7602

2 bdrm , lurn
air cond
available
lor summer
$130 mo 352-0717.352-7660

Spanish hand-made Classical
guitar hard-shell case $95
Chris 21812

2 bdrm lurn
Winth So

MUST SACRIFICE' Apt lor
Summer.
furnished.
CENTRAL
AIR
5
MINUTES from campus $45
mon 352-5511

Portable Stereo Best Oiler
over $40 Ron. 352 7668

Rooms with kitchen lor male
students June & Sept After
4 pm 878-2199

O E Portable Stereo
353 4233 alter 5 pm

Banjo. 5-string Vega
stvle. case 352 3444

folk

Apts & house for rent
352-9378 8-5 7 II pm
June
Free-sublease
I
bedroom apt 352-7976 after
5 30 pm

I Female to sublet apt lor
summer Call 352 9346
Need M Rmle summer $90
Dale 352-0819
Need F *mte summer
Ellen 352-0177

$90

$145 352-7851

Room to sublet Summer
Kitchen $140 Qtr 352 6298
Ken
Student
Apart ments-The
Quiet Ones 353 9863
352
1972
I bdrm lum. or unlurn 2
blks from campus Sept I
occup 353 8065
Apl
for summer across
Irom Rodgers 4 rooms for
summer & fall Ph 352 4045
Single 4 double rooms-sum
& fall Near campus 352
7365

F-male r mate needed lor
summer close lo campus
3527485

Furn house June or Sept
Ph 352-0661

Fall-furn apt for 4 not in a
complex 354-8005

Married" Furn apt 1135 mo
Avail June for Yr 354-8005

Gribbins Galkry-I bedrm
apts.
12
mih
Irasr.
lurnishrd.
$159 50.
also
unfurnished 2 bedrm apts. 9
or 12. start at 865 each 835
Fourth St 352 «J29

For Summer-June ISlh to
Sept
15th
2 bedroom
lurnishrd apartments lor
1130 00 per month
Call
New love Realty 353-7381

Needed I 4 2 students to
occupy Campus Manor Apts
with other students BO s
finesl
2
mm
walking
distance from Adm Bldg 20
various business at your
front door Ph 352-9302 352
7385. 352-44H5

Rooms 4 apts lor summer
Rooms for fall-near campus
Ph 352-7365
WILL COMPROMISE ON
PRICE1 Need 2 subJrasers
lor summer quar 2 bdrm..
Pi bath. pool, air cond 352
7815

F subleaser needed NOW
For further information 23322
WHERE THE HELL ARE
YOC
UNCLE JOHN
iSTlLL'
WANTS YOU! Rooms lor a
(ew more fools and morons
II you really want something
lo gripe about live here
Flush toilets now included
Bio and Pre-Med students
study Bubonic Plague-lree'
Victor Apartments 352 5545
818 7th St Apt 2
I F needed to share apl onS
Prospect
$135 for entire
summer
Call
352-2751
rvrmngs
I bdrm (urn apt to sublrt for
sum $200 takes it 353-0803
BEST DEAL IN TOWN
$56 per mo 1 vr Irasr
$65 per mo 9 mo Irasr
Food co-op
Merchandise co-op
Credit Union
$10 line ol credit
Gas heat, paid
Central air. paid
Gas grills
We now manage another
building which is filling
up fast Please call soom
Call John or Connie
Victor ApartmentSIS 7th St Apt 2
352 5545
Summer leases from $45
THANK YOU

Ih. M N.w». Thumiay, May », »71/Fea> ■

Port mining was top option

J

Nixon's seven days in May...
plotting of Fletcher Knebel's
presidential novel with that title,
but a series of interviews with
White House aides and
administration officials since the
May 8 announcement discloses the
high drama of presidential
decision-making
Although
presidential
spokesmen insist a final decision
was not made until a few hours
before the May 8 television
address, the interviews indicated
Nixon had settled on his specific
course of action as much as six
days earlier
There also are indications thai
the mining of North Vietnam's
harbors had been elevated to a top
spot on the list of active options
several weeks before the
announcement.
and that
contingency preparations were
made by the military in April
But the interviews disclosed thai
it was during those seven days
from May 2 to May 8 that the
agony of decision-making squarely
faced the President

Editor'i Note: Tee follow t«i U the
lint article la a two-part sertei oa
eveats leadlaf to President
NUoa'i May 8 dectiiOB to miae
North Vietaamese ports. Part Two
will be pabliibed tomorrow.
By Gay lord Sbaw
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API - It began
with presidential advisor Henry
Kissinger jetting through the night
sky to a secret rendezvous in
Pans
It ended a week later with a
solemn President telling the nation
he had decided to confront
communist powers by mining
North Vietnamese harbors.
DURING those seven days in
May. Richard Nixon struggled
with the most momentous decision
of his presidency-a decision that
posed the greatest potential for a
world power showdown since the
Cuban missle crisis a decade ago-and threatened for a while to
wreck his Moscow summit
Nixon's seven days in May
carried none of the sinister

made:
During the early morning hours
of Tuesday. May 2. Kissinger and a
few members of his National
Security Council staff flew
secretly to Paris where Kissinger
met in private that day with North
Vietnam's chief negotiator, Le
DucTho
Nixon and Kissinger had high
hopes for the secret session with
Tho It had been arranged at the
urging of Soviet leaders with
whom Kissinger had conferred at
length during four days of secret
talks in Moscow-an indication to
them that fruitful negotiations
might be in the offing
But Kissinger soon found that no
progress would be made. As he
recounted later:
"We were confronted by the
reading to us of the published
communist statement It had
taken us six months to set up the
meeting and innumerable
exchanges, and when we got there,
what we heard could have been
clipped from a newspaper and
sent (o us in the mail "

FROM OFFICIAL and unofficial
sources, this reconstruction can be

NIXON. BY several accounts.

was furious. As Kissinger flew
home from Paris Tuesday
afternoon. Nixon retired to h-s
hideaway suite in the Executive
Office Building, across the street
from the White House, where he
began pondering what to do
By dinnertime. Kissinger was
back
Nixon. Kissinger and
Kissinger's No 2 man. Maj Gen
Alexander M. Haig Jr., drove to
the Washington Navy Yard where
they boarded the squat. 105-foot
presidential yacht, the U.S.S.
Sequoia.
At dusk they cruised the
Potomac River below Washington,
with Kissinger delivering a full
report on the latest Paris
frustrations. The talk turned to
options, with Kissinger in his usual
fashion-outlining the pros and cons
of various possible steps
It was at this point, according to
most indications, that the President
made his tentative decision to
mine the harbors through which
most Soviet supplies flowed
BUT HE ORDERED Kissinger s
National Security Council staff to

*

prepare detailed studies on
altematives-and on the impact
each choice would have on
U. S. • Soviet relations and the
scheduled Moscow summit
Then, on Wednesday. Thursday
and Friday. May 3-5. Nixon
huddled repeatedly in his
Executive Office Building suite
with his closest advisorsKissinger and Secretary of the
Treasury John B Connally
While Kissinger and his staff
traced the probable diplomatic and
military repercussions, the tall
Texan assayed for Nixon the likely
domestic reaction Connally. who
has since disclosed his resignation
from the cabinet, firmly advocated
strong steps such as mining
Nixon began to work on the
words he would use to tell the
American people of his decision
And. after another round of
meetings with Connally and
Kissinger on Friday, the President
boarded a helicopter for the 20
minute flight to ('amp David
where he would draft his speech

Joan Burda, sophomore (AAS|, and Larry
Farley, junior ( A&S), interned winter quartet
in

a

congressman

Washington,

D.C.

or

senator's

They

told

office
of

in

their

experiences last night at a discussion panel
sponsored

by

the Office of

Experimental

Studies.

Couple agrees to 50-50 contract
By Pennie Sue Thurman
Associated Press Writer
NORTH CHICAGO. Ill
I API - Like many American
couples. Andy and Millie
Stoll married young, had a
family and fulfilled their
dreams of owning their own
business.
But after 12 years of
marriage. Millie, lirst. and
then Andy, decided that their
traditional married roles
were driving them apart
Now, every other week,
Millie. 30. kisses Andy
goodbye at the door and goes
off to work Andy returns to
the kitchen to do the ironing,
cleaning and caring for the
couple's five children, age
two through 10.

Cheryl

Hanline

looks

over

a

display

of

materials in the Graduate Center collected by
the Northwest Ohio Great lakes Research
Center.

GOING TO WORK for
Millie-and
Andy-means
managing the small glass
company they own The
firm, started by Andy's
father, is only Ihree blocks
from the Stoll's home in
North Chicago. Andy and
Millie bought the controlling
interest in the firm.
The Stoll's experiment
with a radically different
division of labor started
when Millie became restive
in her role as a housewife.

She grew increasingly
irritable with Andy's wellmeaning offers to help with
"your wash or your
cooking."
"It's not my wash, it's our
wash and our meals." Millie
would snap back.
THEN. LAST September.
Millie walked out
"I had to figure out who 1
am. not in relation to other
people, even Andy and the
kids Just myself." she
explained.
When she returned several
days later. Andy agreed to
split the housework down the
middle
Now it was Andy's turn to
be unhappy, for he was still
working six days a week at
the Stoll Glass Co. plus
shouldering 50 per cent of
the housekeeping
After more soul-searching
they arrived at the present
arrangement-one week for
each running the house, one
week for each running the
family business

recently became its
president.
She says, however, she
was dissatisfied before any
formal affiliation with the
women's
liberation
movement
"I had been thinking
about a 50-50 arrangement
for several years before we
actually worked it out One
day last summer something
just clicked in my head, and
I wanted to know how I could
have equal charge in running
the household.'' she says
Both the Stolls agree

housework is boring, but also
agree the new system
benefits the whole family
"Us one way of getting
things we want for our
family
in a mutually
satisfying manner." Millie
says. Giving Iheir children
two full-time parents is one
of these things
The children have not been
so enthusiastic The older
girls-Lisa. 10. and Theresa.
9,-grumble that mother isn't
around much anymore, and
that Andy and Millie are
putting more emphasis on

their Individuality than on
togdherneM
EVEN THAT attitude
doesn't worry the Stolls. for
they feel the children should
learn early how to deal with
individuals
Most of the couple's
friends are reserving
judgment on the unusual
arrangement. displaying
little
approval
or
disapproval, asking only if it
works
"Of course it works."
Millie says. "It's all a
matter of assuming that the

kids and the house are not . ■
his, not mine, but ours "
Has the change in work
habits made an impact on ...
the glass company?
"It's really too soon to.''■'.'■
tell." Andy says "Maybe in
a year or so we'll notice a.-'.■
difference, but I doubt it will
have anything to do with
Millie and me trading
places."
He says the most
noticeable change is in
himself "I come back to the
business from a week off
feeling refreshed I don't tire
as easily on the job."

MILLIE'S belief that
women are restricted by
tradition and patterns led
her to join in organizing a
NOW-Nalional Organization
for Women-chapter She

Cancer rate up among blacks
NEW YORK iAPI - An
"alarming increase" in
cancer mortality among the
U.S.A. black population was
reported yesterday in an 18year statistical study by
researchers at Howard
University
From 1949 to 1967. the
study said, cancer death
rates for nonwhites rose
from 138 to 182 per 100.000

population, an increase of 32
per cent
For whites, the rates rose
Irom 149 to 154 per 100.000.
an increase of 3 per cent, the
study said In 1949. the
cancer mortality rale for
nonwhites was 8 per cent
lower than for whites, the
report said
"THERE HAVE been
other references to the rapid
increase of certain cancers

in U.S. blacks." researchers
added, "but the magnitude
and the implications of this
alarming rate of black
cancer mortality has not
been highlighted before."
The Howard researchers
said the figures are ageadjusted mortality rates for
all cancers, obtained from
federal figures Of the
nonwhites. lhey said. 91 per
cent are blacks

Such possible reasons for
the increase as errors in
death certificates or census
data were discounted by the
Howard scientists and they
concluded:
"Greater exposure to
environmental carcinogens,
cancer-causing agents, must
be suspected as the main
cause for the faster increase
of the black cancer
mortality."

EUROPE $209

.

OPEN BAR AND MEALS

ROUND TRIP JET

BOWLING GREEN FLIGHT SCHEDULE
Corrier
TV
CAl
IWD
LWD

Fit. No.

Route

Dotes

Cost

671
511
673
681

Columbus - Ami - Lon - Col
Detroit - London - Del roil

6/13-8/4
6/17-9/3

Cleveland - Lon - Ams - Cleve

7/23-9/19

Columbus - Lon - Ams • Col

8/4-9/5

$196
$216
$196
$206

Admin. Chcj.

TOTAL

$13
$13
$13
$13

■■■■

TRAVEL SERVICES AVAILABLE:
•
•
•
•

Student* Internottona.'* 40- Page European Trip Guide (Free)
Car and Motorcycle Rental. Looting, and Purchase
Travelers Insurance: Air Fore, Medkal, Baggage
Travel library, language Book, and Map* for Use or Purchase

• Passport Applications and Vaccination Certificate Forms
• Infra-European Charter Flights and Transportation Schedules
• Eurail triirail Passos. . .Hostel, Hotel Bookings

Admrnrsfrofrve 4 Trove/ Services By:

For information and
reservations contact:

372-2343
UNION ACTIVITIES OFFICE
UNIVERSITY UNION

To receive money abroad
quickly ond safely, us« _

[AMERICAN EXPRESS)
FOREIGN REMITTANCE SERVICE

r~4 —I

WORLD WIDE CHARTER —
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
621 Church Street
Ann Arbor. Michigan 48104

AMEX and Students International have crated on E MERGENCY MONEY ABROAD KIT
to help with your travels. It's hoe.. .please write us.
ftr ml >>«< a tfoiiu star* #/ rto reoV ctorer cm set/err a incimt i faua 4fi4ti f— leal rwetor«/ tflKm—n. it pti CAB npuntn
Off m/fflnh,. tuH. srWf »fl S mmfati tmilti tl Ha inimutr.

(Think about it)
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Qualifies for Olympic trials

Wottle 'burns' at Relays
By BRAD SCHMALTZ
Sporti Writer

Howell Michael of the
Quantico Marines who also
finished in 3:58.5. According
to Wottle. the finish was so
close that "if he would have
leaned and I wouldn't, he
might have won."

Dave Wottle's dream of
making the Olympic team
moved one giant step toward
reality last weekend as he
captured first place in the
WOTTLE IS making a
mile at the Martin Luther
comeback this year after
King Games in Philadelphia
missing indoor and outdoor
His time of 3:58.5 is the
track in 1971 due to a stress
second fastest by a collegian
fracture of his left ankle.
this year, surpassing the
F.'e defeated a famous
Olympic qualifying time of
miler in the King Games
3:59
who was also attempting to
Running the race in a
make a comeback-Jim
slight drizzle. Wottle needed
Ryun Ryun. the world
a "lean" at the end to edge
§ IMIMMIWHWMMIIMWWIIIMWWIHIItllllHIl I IHIlllllllHHIHIIIHIimmilt
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record-holder in the mile at
3:51.1, finished eighth in a
field of nine with a time of
4:14.1.
Wottle's great effort
might
have
been
overshadowed by Ryun's
poor showing Wottle said of
the post-race interview,
"First the reporters asked
me how I felt during the
race Then they asked me
what was the matter with
Ryun
"I TOLD them I am no
psychiatrist. Perhaps Ryun
doesn't know what the
problem is himself "
Dave said he thinks,
though, that Ryun will be
ready for the pre-Olympic
trials in July.
"l.'e (RyunI has had some
great times this year, along
with some really bad ones.
Pis good times show he still
has it physically. Now all he
has lo do is become
consistent."
Wottle's chancel of

making the Olympic lean,
may have never been
brighter than they are now
Three weeks ago he was out
of action with a throat
infection, and just two weeks
ago he was outkicked down
the stretch for the first time
in his life.
BEING THE competitor
he is, however, Wottle has
come back from both
setbacks to qualify for the
pre-Olympic trials in July.
Before the July trials,
though, there are several
other events that take
precedence.
This weekend is the MidAmerican Conference track
meet. Dave's participation
in the mile, 880 and a leg on
the mile relay will play a big
part in the Falcon's quest for
a title.
Before July he'll be trying
to qualify for an Olympic
try-out at 800 meters In
order to do it, he must run
the HO in 1.41.3 Dave has

Other observations

about four meets left to
reach that mark
AS FOR the method of
selection of the Olympic
team members for the 800
and 1,500 meters, there are
qualifying races July 1-3 for
those who have run a time of
1:48 3 in the 880 The top
three finishers in the final
race July 3 qualify for the
Olympics.
The milers go through
their qualifying races July 79 Wottle's time last Sunday
assures him of competing on
the latter dates, but he
would like to hit 1 48 3 al 800
meters so he'd have two
chances lo make the
Olympic team.
Barring injuries iuch as
the one he suffered last year,
or setbacks like the one he
had three weeks ago. Dave
Wottle could very easily end
up in Munich. Germany,
along with the best in the
world--whether in one event
or two.

HENNEBERRY WAS considered the No I prospect
at the end of drills, but he missed the spring game because of
an injury Dillingham was rated No. 2 and he galloped 67
yards in 22 totes Polak. brother of former BG all-league
guard Dave, was No 3. but that's because he wrestled with a
bout of double pneumonia for two weeks during spring
Polak showed Saturday he's hardly a third-string fullback
by rushing for 143 yards on 28 carries, the lop effort of the
day It challenges a person's imagination of how the big guy
i60". 2IOi could recover so quickly and play so well,
especially in such muggy weather.
I just love lo play the game." was his answer "1 was
definitely WO per cenl I felt great." He admitted he got a
little tired at limes, but most people who carry the football
28 limes in a game usually leel il at one point or another
DEPT. OF FUTILITY -Poor Greg Brewton The speedy
tailback marked 52 yards on 16 carries in the game Saturday,
though he's destined for another season on the bench as long
as Paul Miles slays healthy
"I wanled to show em what I could do and I didn't."
lamented Greg, who was not at all satisfied with his
performance
111 just have to go home and wail nil
summer ball, then start all over."
Brewton would like to try another position-he just wants
to play-but said "Tony Bell's got wingback and Paul's got
tailback and 1 don't know where else 1 could play I've never
played delense "
NcM is Pal Walz A monslerback al the outset of spring
drills. Pall was switched to quarterback and came into the
Brown-White Game as fourth man
YET HE ABLY led a 55-yard TD march in 15 plays for the
Brown to tie the score at 22-22 in the third quarter Watz was
l-for-2 for 16 yards passing and also rushed for 12 yards on two
carries Pe showed excellent poise, considering his lack of
experience this spring
Then there's this guy named Ed McCoy, who for the second
straight spring played very well for a third stringer
connecting on three of six for 28 yards
The problem for both Watz and McCov is they're playing
the wrong position Lamport and Babies or one of the two
will share the signal-calling chores next fall, unless of
course, injury befalls them.
Former BG assistant Eliot Uzelac. now at Navy, took time
out of a recruiting trip to watch the Falcon gridde'rs I asked
him if he is still as ruthless as he was here "Now don't go
and put in the paper that I'm ruthless." he said with a bit of a
grin "You know I was always an easy-going guy."
Then he paused Well, they think I'm a little nuts over
there, but we have fun " That sounds more like it
And here's a final quote from fullback prospect Don
Dillingham, who assessed Bowling Green's chances in the
MAC this fall: "If we don't lake the MAC this year, we never
will."

Grimacing Dave Wottle leans forward as he hits the tape
during the Martin Luther Games in Philadelphia last Sunday.
Dave just nipped Howell Michael of the Quantico Marines,
although both were clocked in 3:58.5.

'Arbie' thinks big
By JOE BURCHICK
Assistant Sports Editor

Other impressions of the spring football game last
Saturday
Rick Newman, the flashy split end, looks like he might be
doing double duty in the fall The 61". 200-pounder from
Fairview Park brought back three kickoffs Saturday for a
gaudy 118 yards, including a 78-yarder in the second quarter.
(l.'e also caught five passes for 70 yards I
With guys like Bill Pittman and Tony Bell helping out with
the kick run-backs, the Falcons could be bona fide offensive
threat to the opposition before they even touch the ball
And the offense itself should be something else, again
With guys like Krank Allen. John Jacquol. Tony Kijanko.
Fred Sturt. and John (zerwinski leading the charge, the BG
backfield should be in for some enjoyable afternoons.
AS KIJANKO PUT it. We moved the ball everywhere. It
didn't matter if the first or third string offenses were in. we
still moved it."
To complement such a stalwart front wall is a group of
fleet-fooled fellows like Phil Polak. Jamie Penneberry and
Don Dillingham- all fighting for the fullback spot And then
there's the quarterback duo of Reid Lamport and Joe Babies
Greg Brewton could probably start on most any other MAC
club but he's got a guy named Paul Miles playing in front of
him
Tony Bell and Bill Pittman are also solid at wingbark.
although either one might be switched to bolster the defense.
Defense is what coach Don Nehlen and his staff are trying
to beef up for the coming campaign. Brian Cross, a starter at
tight end last season, was one of the "victims" of transition.
Though he'd only worked at his new position (linebacker) for
a couple of weeks prior to the spring game, the 6'2". 225pound bruiser intercepted three passes Saturday
"1 MOVE okay, but I weigh too much." he said.
"Sometimes I feel a little awkward, a little clumsy I like the
position a lot-it's great " Pis knowledge of tight end is a plus
at the linebacking spot
Last spring Nehlen had one of those quarterback problems
a lot of coaches envy As spring drills ended, both Lamport,
Babies and senior Don Plusquellic were still quarreling
about! who was going to play at that position.
This spring Nehlen has one of those nice fullback
problems Jerry Fields is gone and three rising juniors are
playing as though they'd like lo fill some shoes

UnOn I

Rich Arbinger is a person
obsessed with attaining two
simple, yet very big goals
"I just want a chance to
get ahead and be the best at
my position." the junior
catcher on the Bowling
Green baseball team said.

Pass

Bowling Gram's Rich Alp... (16) looks for a past from a Falcon
teammate in recent lacrosse action. BG's next tournament
play comas Sunday at the University of Massachusetts, after
playing a laague tilt last night at Ohio Wetleyan.

Stickers nipped
By JACK CARLE
DF.LAWARE.O -The
Bowling Green lacrosse
team's hopes for a tie for the
Midwest
Lacrosse
Association title were shot
down by Ohio Weseyan here
yesterday. 13-12.
By virtue of the defeat BG
drops to fourth place in the
MLA but still has at least
one game left in the United
States Lacrosse Association
tournament this weekend.
The Falcons came
out firing early in the first
quarter and took a 4-0 lead.
However, the Ohio Wesleyan
Bishops came fighting back,
finally moving ahead in the
fourth quarter
Things were as close in the
game as the score indicates,
with the lead changing hands
several times The biggest
margin by either team was
only two goals after a BG
4-0 lead
THE FOURTH quarter
produced the most scoring
with the teams going into the
final 15 minutes tied 8-8. BG
got the f irsl two scores from
attackmen Laddie Poryl
l assist. Terry Cameron I and
Bob Decker (assist. Verne

Zabek I to move ahead 10 8
But. OWU. led by middle
Rich-Seller and allackman
Andy Stringer, notched four
"unanswered" goals to forge
ahead 12-10
However, the Falcons still
had some life in them and
they tied the game up with
less than five minutes to go.
12-12 Leif Klsmo iassist.
Zabek) and Paul Wayne
(assist. Zabek) scored twice
on the crease as the pass
came to them from Zabek
behind the net.
With
two-and-a-half
minutes left a tally by
OWU's Tim Hughes won the
game for the Bishops. 13-12.
The Falcons had a chance
to tie the game and send it
into overtime in the last 30
seconds on a penalty
situation but could not dent
the nets.
It appeared that the
Falcons were not "up" for
the game as they had been
for Ohio Slate i last
Saturday) and Clarkson (on
Monday).
The high-flying BG attack
once again led the way. with
creaseman Decker having
four goals, Zabek scoring
two goals and assisting on
five others and Horyl (who

adds I" a new season scoring
mark with every point I
scoring once and assisting
twice

The five antltl by Zabek
moved hit season's total to

29, thus selling a new record
for most assists in one year.
The 9 3 Falcons must now
bounce back from the loss
lor Ihe I'Sll.A tournament
game this Sunday at the
University of Massachusetts

Arbinger. completing his
second year of college ball
and first complete season as
the Falcon backstop,
regards this season as
somewhat of a personal
disappointment
However,
he rates il successful teamwise
"THE BIG Ihing now is for
oul team to sweep ihree
games from Toledo and win
the
Mid-American
Conference crown."
Arbinger said "That's the
only goal al the moment."
Although hitting at a 315
clip. Arbinger frankly
admits that his average
should be higher
"I know I can hit belter
than I'm currently
baiting." said Arbinger
Last season he topped the
Falcon batting charts while
placing third in the MAC
balling race with a 359
mark
It's great when the learn
doe* well, but I also want to
do well," he said. "If a
batter goes five for five and
his team loses Ihe game,
(here is some disappointment that the team
lost, but that batter feels
good inside because he did
well All players are like
that."
INVOLVED IN baseball
since his Pee-Wee League
years in Toledo. Arbinger
attributes much of his

Anderson Hall and Sigma
Phi Epsilon took the
intramural track team
titles. Anderson took the

residence hall division with
325 points
Sigma Phi
Epsilon won the fraternity
crown with 34 points.
Records were set by
Compton's George Thomas
in the 220 with a time of 23 0
and by Paul Schlather of
Anderson with a 4:43 mile.
Softball playoffs among
the intramural league
champions began yesterday.
The fraternity "A"
championship is scheduled
for Monday. May 22: the
residence hall title will be
Tuesday, May 23: and the
all-campus championship
game is set for Thursday.
May 25 All games starl at 6
pJB.

"In Pee-Wee or the little
leagues, everyone either
wants to be the pitcher,
batter or play some other
position-except catcher
With the lack of competition
at catcher. I tried the
position and have played it
since
"It's really mental The
catcher runs the whole
game." Rich explained
"The catcher sees all the
positions and must
determine who plays where
for which batter Also the
catcher must know all the
opposing batters as he calls
the pitches
"THE MAIN thing is
working with the pitcher on
getting the batter off
stride." he continued "You
must also know how to

control the pitchers Each
one is different. With some
pitchers, you have to give
them a pat on the back and
kindly encourage them to
pitch well With others you
just have to get on them to
pitch where you want them
to."
Regarding Ihe baseball
squad. Arbinger attributes
the success this season to
coach Don Purvis's attitude
"Purvis is a college
baseball coach." Rich said
"He can talk to all the guys
and he knows what he's
talking about He does things
in a professional way and the
team has really taken to it.
He is the main reason for the
spirit thai this year's team
has "
Professional
baseball
looms as a major goal for
Arbinger after graduation.
I really feel that I can do
well playing pro ball, if I can
just get in. Rich said "All I
need is the chance to prove
myself "
In anything that he
pursues. Rich Arbinger is
bound to succeed All he
needs is the chance

Walters stars
Although he is four years
away from winning a spot on
the professional golf tour.
Bowling Green's freshman
flash Ken Walters is already
reminding people of pros
Larry Hinson and John
Miller. He's able to drive the
ball about 260 yards with
regularity.
Walters has been playing
like a seasoned pro for the
Falcons this spring Coach
John Piper admits that the
6'2". 180-pound rookie from
Liberty could be the key to
BG's winning the MidAmerican
Conference
championship this weekend
at Toledo's
Belmont
Country' Club BG has not
won the crown since 1956
He has played the Belmont
course once already, firing a
73 in a quadrangular there
two weeks ago on a day when
only three of the 24 golfers
were able lo break 80
because of wet and windv
weather He thinks it's his
kind of course.

"Ken and Rick (BG
captain Faulk I will have to
shoot between par and 75 up
there each round for us to
have a chance. Piper said
Normally it would not
seem like a wise decision to
expect so much from a
freshman, but Walters, who
has been playing golf since
he was five years old. has
proven he's not just another
rookie. In 17 rounds this
spring, he has been over 80
just twice and his 76.5
average is tops for the
Falcon starters
After graduation, Walters
will try to tackle perhaps his
biggest challenge-the pro
tour "I want to qualify for
the PGA school and try to
get my players card," he
said
Walters is not quite ready
to take on Hinson or Miller,
but he has three years left to
ready himself for the
challenge

Netters at Toledo
for MAC tourney

Intramural notes
Sigma Delta Psi trials will
be held May 22. 23 and 24
Sigma Delta Psi is a
national athletic honorary
with its members required
lo meet minimum standards
in 15 basic athletic skills.
Last year the BGSU
chapter, with seven
inductees, was named the
outstanding chapter in the
United Slates Entries for
the trials are available from
fraternity and residence hall
athletic chairmen, and the
intramural office.

baseball success to his
father, who played
professional baseball for the
St. Louis Browns mow
Baltimore Orioles) for two
years.
"My father told me that I
would make good in baseball
as a catcher," said
Arbinger "He was right

By DAN CASSEDAY
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcon tennis team
can forget its 1-4 regular
season
Mid-American
Conference record when the
league tournament starts at
3:30 p.m today at Toledo
University.

fiery Men tennis ploy*, Don Ryan returns a
volley against Toledo in last Monday's game
Today BG play* MAC tourney doublet at TU.

ONLY THE first round of
doubles competition will
take place this afternoon,
but the Falcons could jump
to an early lead in the threeday tourney if their
unseeded teams win their
Initial clashes.
Falcon head coach Bob
Gill hopes none of his three
doubles teams will get
seeded so that their chances
of facing a weak opponent

"right off the bat.' will
increase
Gill said he thinks BG s
first doubles team al Tom
Lightvoet and Bill Oudsema
(2-0 in the MAC l has the best
chance of getting a seed
Miami's and Western
Michigan's number one pair
should provide Lightvoet and
Oudsema with their
strongest competition.
THE FALCONS' second
doubles team of Dan Ryan
and Brad Malcolm 13-2 in the
MAC) isn't expected to be
seeded because of tough
tandems from Miami and
Toledo.
Gill rates BG's third
doubles team, Ron Dredge
and Tim Howell (2-2), as
having a good shot at second
in the conference.

